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Abstract

This paper explores the long-term consequences of civil war for political competition
and accountability. Focusing on Lebanon, it investigates how legacies of wartime armed
group control interact with the conflict resolution process to shape post-war electoral
outcomes and competition. I argue that in the process of consolidating control over
territory, armed groups develop or co-opt patronage networks that connect them to the
population. If a territory-holding group wins the war or is brought into the government
as part of the settlement, its leaders are able to use state resources to transform these
wartime clientelist networks into a peacetime political machine, allowing the group’s
post-war party to win uncompetitive elections and establish a dominant party system in
their regions of control. This is in contrast to fragmented territories where elections will
be more competitive, and new political groups more likely to emerge. In areas where
the controlling group was militarily defeated or politically repressed, the winner(s) will
seek to extend their influence but will pursue a mixed strategy. Where they confront
sympathetic populations and costs are low, they will directly take over. Where winners
confront hostile populations, they will influence electoral outcome indirectly. To test
these hypotheses, I leverage variation in experiences of armed group rule during the
Lebanese civil war (1975-1990) and originally-compiled data on margins of victory in
the five post-war parliamentary elections in Lebanon. I find support for the connection
between wartime territorial control and post-war electoral outcomes.
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1 Introduction

Civil war is perhaps the most catastrophic event that can befall a country, and yet the
long-term political and social consequences it has on the states and societies that survive
such conflicts are not well understood (Blattman and Miguel, 2010). While civil war leads
to obvious loss of life, property, and short-term economic downturn, it also has a profound
impact on the shape of the post-war political system. Research on the political consequences
of conflict is usually concerned with macro outcomes, such as democratization or the holding
of elections. However, the political legacies of civil war can also vary dramatically within the
same country, in ways that cannot be explained with reference to national level variables. It
is this type of sub-national variation in the aftermath of civil war that is key to ground-level
efforts to effectively respond to the structural barriers to reconciliation in the post-conflict
era.

In what ways do wartime legacies of armed group territorial control influence post-war poli-
tics? How do these legacies of wartime control interact with the war’s ending to shape post-
war party development, electoral competition, and the composition of the political elite? In
this paper, I leverage features of the Lebanese civil war (1975-1990) to address these ques-
tions. Lebanon’s “cantonization” during its civil war produced a great deal of variation in
experiences of armed group control, which allows for useful comparisons of post-war election
outcomes across areas with different wartime experiences of governance. Lebanon also expe-
rienced foreign intervention in its conflict resolution and settlement process, empowering one
subset of parties and leading to the defeat or repression of others. This outcome was in large
part driven by developments in the international system that allowed neighboring Syria a
relatively free hand in ending the war and implementing the peace. These historical events
allow for an examination of how international intervention in the war’s ending influenced the
post-war party development of “winning” and “losing” armed actors whose rule during the
war itself may have looked quite similar.

I argue that in the process of consolidating control over a territory and community during
civil war, armed groups develop clientelist networks that connect them to the population.
In the Lebanese case, I find that when a group with consolidated control over a region
at the time of the war’s ending is brought into government as part of the power-sharing
agreement, its leaders are able to use state resources to transform the clientelist networks
they developed during the war into a peacetime political machine. This confers certain
advantages to these armed group-turned-parties in their home regions and structures political
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competition well after the end of the war. Territories that were under unified armed group
control at the end of the war are more likely to be ruled by defacto regional dominant
parties after the war and experience low levels of electoral competition. This is in contrast
to fragmented regions, where elections are more competitive and new political groups have
emerged. In areas where the controlling group was militarily defeated or politically repressed,
the electoral landscape depends on the degree to which winners were able to directly take
over. Where they confronted sympathetic populations and where they had latent networks
within the population, winners were able to extend their control into defeated territories,
making elections uncompetitive. Where winners confronted hostile populations and direct
control proved too costly, defeated group areas look similar to fragmented territories and
have competitive elections. These findings are evidence of clear continuities and connections
between wartime patterns of control by armed actors and post-war political development.

In this paper, I begin with a brief review of the immediately relevant literature in Section
2. Section 3 then outlines an argument that connects wartime armed group control and
the war’s ending terms to post-war election outcomes, both in terms of who is winning
elections, and how competitive those elections are. Section 4 discusses case selection and
provides an overview of the Lebanese case. Section 5 introduces the data. Section 6 presents
a descriptive analysis of which types of candidates are winning post-war elections, while
Section 7 presents the results of a multivariate analysis of the effect of armed group control
on electoral competition. Before concluding, Section 8 addresses alternative hypotheses that
could explain the empirical findings.

2 The Political Consequences of Civil War

The long-term political effects of civil war are some of the least understood consequences of
conflict (Blattman and Miguel, 2010). Although some recent scholarship has examined the
individual micro-level effects of violence and combatant participation on political behavior
after war (Humphreys and Weinstein, 2007; Blattman, 2009; Blattman and Annan, 2010;
Bellows and Miguel, 2009), the majority of scholarship on the political consequences of
conflict focuses on macro national-level outcomes. The political outcome that has received
the most attention is war recurrence.

Much of the research on war recurrence emphasizes that the type of war ending is a key factor
in predicting post-war stability. Military victories, although containing heightened risks for
political repression and genocide, are the most stable way to end civil wars (Licklider, 1995;
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Toft, 2010). Ceasefires and armistice agreements are unstable, leading some to argue that the
international community should let wars run their course (Luttwak, 1999). Other scholars
find that international intervention has a role to play in promoting stability. Third party en-
forcement makes it more likely that negotiated settlements will be successfully implemented
(Walter, 1997), UN peacekeeping missions encourage stability and lead to reductions in vio-
lence (Doyle and Sambanis, 2000, 2006; Collier, Hoeffler and Soderbom, 2008), and over the
horizon guarantees are promoted as an integral factor in preventing war recurrence (Collier,
2010). Other research focuses on the institutional design and implementation of negotiated
settlements and power-sharing agreements (Hoddie and Hartzell, 2003; Hartzell and Hoddie,
2014; Roeder and Rothchild, 2005), arguing that multiple types of power-sharing within the
same agreement (Hartzell and Hoddie, 2003) reduce the risks of war recurrence.

Whether democratization after conflict is possible and helpful in preventing war recurrence
is perhaps one of the most controversial and complex questions addressed by this literature.
This is due not only to our normative bias in favor of democracy as a solution to conflict, but
also to the ambiguity and broad scope of what democratization entails. Some scholars have
indeed found evidence that validates the idea that democratization may be an important
part of promoting peace. Institutions that encourage accountability and good governance,
namely proportional representation systems (Cammett and Malesky, 2012), and access to
meaningful options for non-violence political participation (Walter, 2004) are crucial in pre-
venting war recurrence. Most of the scholarship, however, focuses more narrowly on the
immediate post-conflict elections, and whether these promote or undermine post-conflict
stability. The consensus seems to be that elections as a quick-fix, particularly when held
too early, are dangerous and increase the probability of renewed conflict (Collier, Hoeffler
and Soderbom, 2008; Flores and Nooruddin, 2012; Brancati and Snyder, 2013). However,
others hold that elections that successfully demilitarize politics and allow for power-sharing
rather than winner-take-all arrangements can be successful as a first step towards stability
and genuine democratization (Reilly, 2002; Lyons, 2004). Elections work best when they
contain guarantees of electoral participation that allow armed groups to credibly commit
to peace (Matanock, 2012). Others agree but argue that elections are not the heart of the
matter. What matters most is the balance of power at the end of the war. When the bal-
ance of power is even and a negotiated settlement the outcome, post-conflict democracy is
more likely (Gurses and Mason, 2008). Stability is achieved through credible power-sharing
arrangements and security guarantees that provide incentives to continue playing the demo-
cratic game regardless of the actual results of the first post-war elections (Wantchekon, 2000).
Admittedly, the “warlord” democracy that initially results from such an elite pact is a min-
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imalist and procedural kind of democracy, but it is a democracy that has the potential to
produce an enduring peace (Wantchekon, 2004).

This literature focuses on how peacekeeping provisions, settlement terms, and the charac-
teristics of post-war institutions shape the prospects for democratization and stability after
conflict. Most of it does not address how the facts on the ground and patterns of control
constrain and structure the settlement options and by extension, the post-conflict outcomes
we most care about. Furthermore, almost none of this literature examines sub-national
variation in post-war politics. Yet civil war often fragments states into regions and locali-
ties, leading them onto potentially divergent political trajectories. Neighboring areas within
the same state and the same conflict may experience vastly different forms of governance
and political control during the war years. Little attention has been paid to this variation.
We lack a systematic understanding of how patterns of governance and control during the
conflict shape the post-war political space across different regions within the same country.
A few notable exceptions examine the effect of the war itself on post-war electoral perfor-
mance. Looking at variation in experiences of violence, Allison demonstrates that civilian
experiences of state-inflicted violence explain variation in the strength of former rebels’ elec-
toral performance in the districts of El Salvador (2010). Ishayama and Widmeier find that
armed group territorial control correlates well with post-war electoral performance in Nepal
(Ishiyama and Widmeier, 2013). Costalli and Ruggeri find that localities in Italy with higher
rates of partisan mobilization against the Nazis during WWII have higher rates of voting for
the radical left in post-war elections (2015).

A related and emerging literature examines post-war party development more directly (Man-
ning, 2004, 2007; de Zeeuw, 2008, 2010; Dresden, 2015). Much of this literature focuses on
explaining the conditions under which armed groups will transform into political parties. An
armed group’s pre-war history of electoral participation, the geography of it wartime mobi-
lization, the degree to which it has attained its political goals through the war, the type of
civil war settlement, and its relationship to the post-war state have all been found to shape
whether an armed group becomes an institutionalized post-war political party (Acosta, 2014;
Manning and Smith, 2016; Ishiyama and Batta, 2011; Costalli and Ruggeri, 2016). Through
an examination of several case studies, De Zeeuw demonstrates that the organizational struc-
ture of armed groups, as well as their relative power vis-a-vis each other and the central state
shape the institutionalization and relative power of these armed groups-turned-parties in the
post-war period (2010). Lyons argues that when armed groups win outright victories, their
legacies as military organizations provide internal coherence and leadership that allows them
to establish strong post-war authoritarian regimes (Lyons, 2016).
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This paper builds on these findings but leverages Lebanon’s rich within-country variation
in territorial control during the war and variation in armed groups’ positions as winners or
losers in the war’s settlement to explain regional differences in electoral outcomes and levels of
competitiveness, all while holding the institutional and historical context constant. I present
an argument which brings together the importance of both the war’s characteristics and the
war’s ending in explaining post-war political development. Furthermore, by focusing not
just on electoral performance but on the competitiveness of elections, I provide a systematic
measure for the degree of a party’s hegemony and political dominance over a particular
region. In this way, I bring the literatures on post-war electoral performance and armed
group to party transformation together into a unified framework. In the rest of the paper, I
examine long-term patterns of political dominance that can be traced back to the conflict,
but that persist over two decades of regular elections. This project highlights the importance
of moving beyond war recurrence and democratization writ-large. It seeks to explain how war
can produce dramatic variation in the quality of democracy and accountability experienced
by citizens living in regions with different war legacies.

3 Argument

I argue that patterns of territorial control at the end of a civil war are crucial in shaping
regional variation in single-party dominance and the structure of post-war political com-
petition. Wartime acquisition of territory allows armed groups access to local information
and opportunities to develop clientelist networks within the population (Weinstein, 2007;
Kalyvas, 2006). Under certain conditions, armed groups are then able to transform these
networks into post-war political machines.

3.1 The Importance of Territory

Most armed groups have a goal of consolidating control over territory during a civil war.
They may be unsuccessful, (for example, during a weak insurgency in a very asymmetric
conflict), but the goal remains. Acquiring territory is advantageous for several reasons. It
can provide access to natural resources, ports, and the control of drug traffic, while making
it more feasible to tax the population. Controlling territory also creates an opportunity to
use the population to the group’s advantage. This includes limiting their ability to give
information to the opposing side, using them a source for local information (Kalyvas, 2006),
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and a potential pool of recruits. Territory also provides groups with a military advantage
by functioning as a safe haven. So great is the importance of controlling territory and the
populations that inhabit them that scholars and warlords alike consider it as the best proxy
for a group’s relative power and a crucial factor in improving a group’s bargaining position
vis-a-vis other players in any negotiations (Christia, 2012).

3.2 Controlling the population

However, territory can be a liability as well, since the population can turn against an armed
group and provide information to its opponents. Armed actors need populations to be
cooperative or at least neutral and quiescent. In order to accomplish this, groups pursue
a variety of strategies. They can and often do change the composition of the population
through forced displacement, such as ethnic cleansing, of persons that the armed group
has judged are least likely to support it. They must also focus on turning the remaining
population into an advantage. To do this, they may work to attract displaced sympathetic
populations, such as co-ethnics, through the promise of safety from other groups’ attacks
(Steele, 2009). Armed groups can also focus their efforts on co-opting local elites in order to
gain the support of populations within their networks. Armed groups then need to provide
services to populations that remain, most notably safety, in exchange for their cooperation.
They must also develop systems for detecting and punishing the uncooperative. In order to
provide security in any way that is selective, armed actors need to develop organized contact
with the population. Organized contact becomes even more necessary if the group wants to
tax the population or finds it necessary to provide broader services. Over the course of the
conflict, repeated interactions with populations allows an armed group to establish clientelist
networks that have the potential to become the backbone of a post-war political machine.

3.3 Translating Territorial Control into Political Power

Transforming a wartime clientelist network into a post-war political machine is not a straight-
forward or automatic process. After the end of a conflict, armed group leaders must be able
to maintain control over a consistent stream of resources in order to maintain cohesion and
support from the rank and file and grow clientelist networks over the long term. Monopo-
lizing access to resources, at least in their region of control, is key to preventing challenges
to their political control (Way, 2005). Once the conflict has ended and a modicum of gov-
ernment presence and control has been established, conflict-based economic activity may
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no longer be a viable fundraising option. In order to survive politically and capitalize on
the networks they have built, armed group leaders need to ensure that the war’s settlement
gives their group not only political guarantees to operate freely as a political party, but also
a share of government resources. This may include everything from election quotas and inte-
gration of the group’s members into the state’s armed forces to discretion over distribution
of state services and control over ministries and reconstruction projects, particularly those
concerning their region. Armed groups-turned-parties and their leaders can then combine
this access to financial and policymaking resources with the local knowledge and popula-
tion networks they have built in their territories over the course of the war. This powerful
mix gives them large advantages in mobilizing populations for political participation, both
electoral and otherwise, and make it difficult for potential challengers to contest the armed
group-turned-party’s dominance over their region.

This transition only takes place if an armed group “wins” the conflict. Here, I define “winners”
broadly, as any armed group that gains total or partial (as in a powersharing settlement)
control of the state, its remaining institutions, and its resources. In contrast, “losers” include
groups that are either militarily defeated or politically repressed. Two important factors
determine whether a group will be a winner or loser. The first is the distribution of territory
and power on the ground. An armed group must control enough territory to make it a
potential spoiler and therefore a player whose interests must be considered in the settlement
of the conflict. In the case of an outright military victory, for example, there may only be one
group that still controls territory and meets this condition at the end of the conflict. In other
cases, there may be two or more groups that meet these conditions, even if the distribution of
territory and power is not equal. Second, international influences on the conflict resolution
process must be taken into account. Throughout the course of the conflict, international
support and patronage of any given armed group is likely to impact it’s territorial position
directly. However, in the process of negotiating an end to conflict, international actors with
their own agendas–whether they be neighboring countries, major powers, or international
institutions–may influence the fortunes of groups in ways that do not correlate neatly with
the extent of their territorial control. International intervention can either improve or worsen
the bargaining position of a group, beyond what would be expected from the facts on the
ground. In short, a legacy of consolidated territorial control during the war, along with
a group’s position as a winner or loser at the end of the war, jointly shape the long-term
political prospects of an armed group.
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3.4 Three Types of Regions

The argument above implies that sub-national regions can be placed into three categories
based on their wartime experience of territorial control and whether that territorial control
translated in a favorable position in the settlement of the war. The first category is frag-
mented territories that were not under the control of a major armed group at the end of the
war. These areas are contested by various groups and may be divided among many local
militias that do not operate beyond the neighborhood level. The second category is winning
group territories that were under the control of a major armed group at the end of the war.
The groups controlling these territories are either victors or participants in a powersharing
settlement. They are able to translate their wartime control and population networks into
post-war political power.

The third category is defeated group territories that were under the control of a major
armed group that was unable to translate this control into post-war political dominance due
to military defeat or politically repression. The resulting political vacuum as well as the
advantageous position of the winners presents them with an opportunity to extend their
influence into the territories of defeated players. However, winners may find it difficult to
accomplish this in regions where populations are sympathetic to the losers and where they
have no previous history of network-building. While uncooperative populations can be vio-
lently subdued during conflict, such a strategy may be less tractable and political costly in a
post-conflict context. Winners will therefore pursue a mixed strategy in defeated group ter-
ritories. Where populations are sympathetic or latent networks exist from previous phases
of the war, the vacuum of power allows them to extend their sphere of influence and gain
control over the region. Where populations are unsympathetic, winners will attempt to in-
fluence elections indirectly by supporting candidates they find acceptable and preventing the
re-emergence of competing poles of power. If reconciliation processes bring defeated groups
back into the political system, these groups will likely be able tap into networks of wartime
supporters. However, their inability to lock in a share of state power and resources during
the critical moment at the war’s end means that these networks will have atrophied since
the end of the war. This puts reintegrated losers at a long-term disadvantage and prevents
them from establishing dominant parties. We would only expect dominant party systems
to emerge in winning group territories and defeated group territories that are successfully
brought under direct control. There are several observable implications of this argument for
both who wins elections, and how they are won:
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1. Who wins elections

(a) In winning group territories and defeated group territories that are controlled
directly by winners, candidates affiliated with armed groups-turned-parties will
win most elections.

(b) In defeated group territories that are controlled indirectly, a mixture of candidates
(affiliated with old pre-war elites, and including clients of the winners) will win
most elections. If losers are at some point reintegrated, they will begin to win
some elections.

(c) In fragmented territories, a mixture of candidates (affiliated with old pre-war
elites, local militias, and/or new post-war parties) will win elections.

2. How elections are won

(a) In winning group territories and defeated group territories that are controlled
directly by winners, elections will be uncompetitive.

(b) In fragmented territories that are controlled indirectly and defeated group terri-
tories , elections will be relatively more competitive.

The hypotheses are summarize in Table 1.

3.5 Domain of the Argument

The argument presented above applies to civil wars that have two important characteristics.
First, wars must have a territorial component, in which two or more armed groups, including
the government’s military, have clearly observable strongholds and control different regions
of the country. The second scope condition is that post-war elections be held as part of
reinstituting a peacetime political system. Most civil wars, and particularly those ended
after the Cold War, meet these conditions.

Conflicts with a clear territorial component form a substantial proportion of all civil wars,
and have become increasingly common in the post-Cold war era. Among the 61 cases of civil
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Table 1: Summary of Hypotheses

District War Who wins How they win
History

Winning group Winning group Uncompetitive
territories candidates elections

Defeated group Winning group(s) Uncompetitive
territories candidates elections

(winners control
directly)

Defeated group Mix of Competitive
territories candidates elections

(winners control
indirectly)

Fragmented Mix of Competitive
territories candidates elections

wars that have begun between 1991 and 2014,1 72% have a clear territorial component.2.
Territorial wars by definition include, but are not limited to, separatist conflicts. Many
center-seeking wars have increasingly involved the division of the state into multiple regions
of control. However, these conflicts share some other important characteristics. About
80% of these post-1991 territorial wars have a symmetric structure (either conventional
or nonconventional), with similar technologies of violence being used by all sides in the
conflict (Kalyvas and Balcells, 2010).3 Furthermore, 63% of territorial wars are multi-party

1The universe of post-Cold war civil wars is based on Kalyvas and Balcells (2010) update (up to 2004) of
Doyle and Sambanis’s (2006) list of civil wars (up to 1999). Using country-level information from the UCDP
Conflict Encylopedia (N.d.), I follow Doyle and Sambanis’ coding guidelines to update the list to contain all
civil wars that had begun by 2014.

2These wars were coded using the UCDP Conflict Encylopedia (N.d.) A war was categorized as having
a territorial component if there was a mention in the encyclopedia entry of territory being held, of clearly
delineated strongholds for various groups, or of parts of the country being controlled by different groups.
The rest of the cases, 28%, were unclear based on the description. They were not necessarily cases of “no
territorial component.”

3The figure of 80% refers only to wars begun between 1991 and 2004, as coded by Kalyvas and Balcells
(2010).
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wars in which there are more than two central players (Christia, 2012).4 Taken together
these characteristics imply that wars with a territorial component are, more often than not,
situations in which political and military power is fragmented, and in which the conventional
assumptions about government forces being the strongest players are less warranted. Multiple
players and more symmetric military capacities make these wars difficult to end and power-
sharing settlements and stalemates, instead of outright victories, figure heavily in how they
are resolved. Examples of these territorial conflicts include such diverse cases as wars in
Azerbaijan, Georgia, Bosnia, Congo (Brazzaville), Democratic Republic of Congo, Somalia,
Iraq, and Syria. While the argument applies to a broad cross-section of civil wars, there are
cases in which the effect of territorial control on post-war governance is likely to be stronger.
Territorial control is more likely to have profound effects on post-war governance in civil wars
in which the division of territory is more stable through the conflict. In cases where there
are shifts in territory, as in Lebanon, the most crucial predictor of post-war party dominance
is the configuration of territorial control on the eve of the war’s conclusion.

Conflicts followed by elections also form a substantial proportion of all civil wars. Among
the 99 countries that have had internal conflicts since the end of World War II, post-conflict
elections took place in 92 of them (93%) and elections in 51 of those countries were considered
democratic (Costalli and Ruggeri, 2016). Furthermore, civil war settlements that contain
formal electoral provisions have become increasingly common since the end of the Cold War
(Matanock, 2012). A related trend is the transformation of rebel groups into political parties.
In the years between 1950 and 2009, 54.8% of rebel organizations made successful transitions
to political parties (Manning and Smith, 2016). The following section discusses case selection
and provides important background information on the characteristics of Lebanese case,
including its civil war territorial divisions and post-war electoral politics.

4 Case Selection: Lebanon

Lebanon’s civil war and post-war experience make it an ideal case for studying how pat-
terns of armed group territorial control interact with a war’s ending to shape the post-war
distribution of power. First, Lebanon exhibits large regional variation in post-war party
control and electoral competitiveness (see Section 5), the focal dependent variable. Second,
the fragmentation of Lebanon during the 1975-1990 civil war and the proliferation of armed

4The figure of 63% refers only to wars begun between 1991 and 1999, as coded by Christia (2012). Wars
which Christia codes as multi-party and appear in the Kalyvas and Balcells list are coded as such, with all
other wars coded as two-party conflicts.
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groups, large and small, provides a great deal of variation in wartime territorial control. Yet
despite the fact that many armed groups held consistent control over territory in the final
years of the war, Syrian and Saudi Arabian intervention in the settlement process ensured
that only some of these armed groups would be winners while others would be militarily
defeated or political repressed. Thus, the case contains rich variation on both explanatory
variables, territorial control and status as a winner or loser of the war. The Lebanese case
also includes some defeated group areas that winners controlled directly and others that they
attempted to control indirectly. Furthermore, the Lebanese civil war ended in 1990 and five
post-war elections have since taken place at regular intervals, allowing for an investigation
of whether the electoral legacies of the war persist over time.

As in most other conflicts, Lebanon’s history of immediate pre-war mobilization is crucial to
understanding why the civil war began when it did and how central political players aligned
themselves in its first months. In short wars, pre-war mobilization may also be a key factor
in explaining post-war party capacity and electoral outcomes. However, the length of the
Lebanese civil war and the aftermath of military interventions by Syria and Israel led to
dramatic shifts in the power and capacity of central domestic players. For example, the
Phalangists and the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) had successfully mobilized
for confrontation in the pre-war period. When the war began, they spearheaded the right
and left-wing coalitions, respectively. Yet despite the fact that they were the most powerful
domestic military players at the outset of the war, they were nearly inconsequential to the
war’s resolution in 1990. The PLO had been militarily coerced into surrender by the Israeli
military during the invasion of Beirut in 1982. After this period, its role waned dramatically.
Later in 1982, the assassination of the Phalangists’ leader and the ensuing withdrawal from
Beirut of their most prominent external ally, the Israeli military, led to a crisis within the
organization. An internal coup in the military wing of the organization, known as the
Lebanese Forces, separated it from the Phalangist party and marginalized the latter, both
militarily and politically (Hiro, 1993; Hanf, 1993).

All this to say that pre-war mobilization cannot be decisive in the Lebanese case. The
primary actors at the beginning and end of the war were fundamentally different. Many of
those that would be key players in the war’s outcome actually emerged out of the conflict
itself and did not exist before the war. This most prominently includes Hezbollah and the
Aounist faction of the Lebanese Army. These transformations of the main players allows
for an examination of territorial control’s effect on post-war politics while limiting potential
confounding with the effect of pre-war party mobilization on post-war politics.
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After the war, from 1990 until 2005, Lebanon was under the political and military control of
the Syrian Army, the guarantor of the war’s settlement and the actor that largely determined
whether a particular armed group would be a winners or loser in the implementation of the
Taif Accord, the agreement that formally ended the conflict. In 2005, about three quarters
of the way through the post-war period I study (1992-2009), international and domestic
pressure forced the withdrawal of Syria’s armed forces from Lebanon. While Syria had
enforced Lebanon’s settlement, it had also repressed and banned groups that were opposed
to its intervention in Lebanon. In 2005, these groups were allowed back into the system
and given the chance to transform into parties, much as other armed groups had done in
the early 1990s. This shift in the political context is valuable, as it allows us to observe
the electoral outcomes in defeated group territories both before and after those groups are
able to participate in electoral politics. Furthermore, observing the persistent influence
of wartime territorial control on electoral politics over a two-decade period, despite this
significant change in the political context, would lend credence to the argument.

Table 2: Sectarian Quotas in the Lebanese Parliament

Muslims 64
Sunni 27
Shia 27
Druze 8
Alawite 2

Christians 64
Maronite 34

Greek Orthodox 14
Greek Catholic 8

Armenian Orthodox 5
Armenian Catholic 1

Evangelical 1
Minorities 1

In addition, Lebanon’s electoral system, with fixed quotas of parliamentary seats for each
sectarian community, allows for straightforward comparison and analysis of power distribu-
tions and competition dynamics within each sectarian community. The fixed sectarian quota
(see Table 2), common in several other post-war power-sharing arrangements, means that
all electoral competition occurs within sectarian communities rather than among them. An
Orthodox Christian candidate would never run against a Sunni Muslim candidate, but only
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against another Orthodox candidate within this framework (IFES, 2011).5 For example, if a
district was assigned two Orthodox Christian seats and three Sunni Muslim seats, all voters
(regardless of their own background) would have five votes—two Orthodox and three Sunni.
Candidates would only be able to run for seats of the religious group they belonged to. In
this district with five seats, two electoral races are taking place simultaneously. Lebanon’s
electoral system removes the possibility of overt ethnic or sectarian voting, a phenomenon
which one would expect to be quite common in a divided post-conflict society. This electoral
system is important from a research design perspective, as it ensures that the electoral com-
petition observed in Lebanese elections cannot be explained simply by sectarian voting, in
which religiously homogenous districts are likely to be the least competitive and vice versa.

Furthermore, this system, although designed to prevent inter-sectarian competition and to
encourage intra-sectarian competition, has encouraged less competitive elections across the
board. Salloukh outlines the methods that post-civil war parties have used to reduce un-
certainty in three types of districts in the 1992, 1996, and 2000 elections. In homogenous
districts, a cross-ideological alliance is formed by the main parties, ensuring that their list
wins by a landslide. In mixed districts, cross-sectarian alliances are used to eliminate rival
lists. In districts that are dominated by one sect, the major party will use their resources
to recruit token individuals from the minority sect to stand for election on their list, also
ensuring that the party wins safely (Salloukh, 2006). The expectation is that all elections
would be uncompetitive. Finding a substantively significant difference in electoral compet-
itiveness among districts with and without wartime histories of armed group control in a
context rife with pre-electoral bargaining would provide convincing evidence for the validity
of the argument.

Another feature of Lebanese elections places a high premium on parties’ abilities to mobilize
networks of voters. Electoral law requires voters to return to their hometown of origin for
elections. Very few people have been able to successfully change their voter registration
to the city in which they now live. In the aftermath of a fifteen-year civil war in which
permanent displacement along religious lines affected an estimated one-third of households
(Kasparian and Beaudoin, 1992; Hanf, 1993) this regulation is extraordinarily consequential.
Lebanon is undoubtedly more divided into homogenous religious enclaves than it was before
the war, which means that most sectarian parties would, by and large, be helped by a

5Decisions about which sects get how many seats in each district were fixed as part of the Taif Agreement
that ended the conflict. The quotas reflect some continuity from the pre-war era (also a fixed quota system),
consideration of the breakdown of the registered voter population in the district, as well as political deals
during the negotiation of the settlement (El-Khazen, 1994).
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law allowing citizens to vote where they live. Instead, they have to deploy sophisticated
political machines that must mobilize voters, not only to cast a ballot, but also to travel
long distances in order to do so. When sectarian parties win uncompetitive elections, this
does not reflect the impact of demographic changes that have created religious homogeneity.
While these demographics may be a straightforward explanation for the rise of sectarian or
ethnic armed groups-turned-parties in many other post-war scenarios, they cannot be the
story in Lebanon. Instead uncompetitive elections signals, in part, a capacity to selectively
deter certain voters from coming home to vote, while mobilizing others to do so.

4.1 The Civil War and Its Aftermath: An Overview

The Lebanese civil war began in 1975 and lasted fifteen years. Although the Taif Agreement
that ended the war was signed in 1989, fighting did not end until a year later. The war ended
largely because of a power-sharing agreement that was brokered by Saudi Arabia and enforced
by a prolonged post-war Syrian military occupation (Hanf, 1993). The Lebanese civil war was
an extremely complex conflict, which, in its final years, resulted in the total collapse of the
state. There were several armed groups involved in the war, and although the fighting began
over ideological differences that coincided to some degree with sectarian affiliations, much
of the worst fighting was due to power struggles between rival groups competing to be the
dominant representative of a single sectarian community or political side. The three largest
armed groups, the Amal Movement, the Progressive Socialist Party (PSP), and the Lebanese
Forces (LF), ruled over substantial territories, homogenizing their populations, accumulating
significant wealth through drug trafficking, smuggling, and taxation, and establishing patron
client relationships with civilians (Picard, 2000).

After the war, the most important armed group leaders all received positions as ministers
in the first post-war government, and many turned their armed groups into civilian parties.
Several gained control of ministries and agencies that were critical in the process of recon-
struction, including the Ministry of the Displaced (Progressive Socialist Party leader) and
the Council of the South (Amal leader), which was tasked with region-specific reconstruction
efforts. These positions provided wartime leaders with great discretion in the distribution
of state resources (El-Husseini, 2012), and allowed them to reinvigorate and further develop
sectarian patronage works in their regional strongholds.

Post-war elections became a mechanism for distributing patronage, monitoring constituent
loyalty, and reinforcing patron-client relationships between the population and political ma-
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chines. Corstange vividly describes this process– “[The] parties insert themselves deeply into
people’s social networks by leaning on kinship and sectarian links, organizing machines of
their own, collaborating with local notables, and subcontracting with ‘electoral keys’ (roughly
analogous to the old ‘ward bosses’ or ‘precinct captains’ of American city machines) to deliver
political support in the latter’s bailiwicks” (2012, p. 488). Adding to the strength of these
bonds are features of the Lebanese system that make monitoring voter behavior easy. The
ballots are not standardized and pre-printed. Voters must hand write their choices or, most
frequently, submit a “suggested” ballot prepared by the parties themselves. For example,
these suggested ballots are often distributed to extended families with slight permutations in
the honorific title preceding a candidate names (for example using “his excellency”, “shaykh”,
“doctor”, or no title), making it possible for parties to know how specific families voted
(Corstange, 2012). The ballot is effectively secret in name only. These features of the sys-
tem make vote-buying and clientelist exchange the driving force behind electoral outcomes.
The parties with the greatest capacity, both organizational and financial, to buy votes, win.

It is important to note that not all wartime leaders ended up with such favorable political
status and the freedom and resources of build post-war political machines. Syria’s decision
to participate in the U.S.-led coalition against Iraq during the First Gulf War marked a
significant improvement in its relationship with the U.S. In exchange, it was implicitly allowed
a freer hand in ending the war in Lebanon on its terms (El-Khazen, 1994). Syria’s strong
influence over the implementation of the Taif Agreement, hegemony over Lebanese post-war
politics, and clear military superiority allowed it to sideline anti-Syrian groups and their
leaders (Hanf, 1993; Cammett, 2014; El-Husseini, 2012; El-Khazen, 1994). The Aounist
faction of the Lebanese Army was militarily defeated by the Syrian army after it refused to
comply with the terms of the Taif Agreement. Another group, the Lebanese Forces, was a
formal signatory of the agreement but was quickly repressed for its anti-Syrian politics. The
organization was banned and its leader imprisoned (El-Khazen, 1994).

While the Lebanese civil war officially ended in 1991, the war in southern Lebanon between
Hezbollah on the one hand, and the Israeli military and their Christian-led proxy the South
Lebanon Army (SLA) on the other, continued until 2000. Hezbollah mounted a guerilla-
style campaign against the occupying forces, one designed to creates casualties and costs
that would pressure the Israeli military to withdraw from Lebanon. The SLA was never part
of the Taif Agreement. In fact, the agreement legitimized Hezbollah’s continued resistance
to the organization. In this sense, the SLA was politically marginalized in 1991, long before
the Israeli withdrawal that would precipitate its military collapse in 2000. Elections in 1992
and 1996 for seats representing areas under Israeli occupation were controlled by Amal and
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Hezbollah, even as those elections had low turnout due to the inability of voters in occupied
territories to make it to the polls (Hanf, 1993). When Israel unilaterally withdrew from
southern Lebanon in 2000, the SLA collapsed almost overnight. Many of its leading personnel
were evacuated along with the Israeli military and continue to live in exile in Israel. In the
wake of the withdrawal, the region had a clear and popular alternative waiting in the wings.
Hezbollah, which continued to be an armed organization, swiftly filled in the gap (Norton,
2000; Eisenberg, 2000). This is why SLA territories function electorally as Hezbollah spaces.
In these areas, Hezbollah has historically had latent networks of supporters of the resistance
movement, but it was also able to capitalize on more general popular opposition to the Israeli
occupation in building a party base in former SLA territories.

Table 3 lists the major armed groups and parties active in the post-war era. Most all of
them have a history as a civil war armed group. The only exception is the Future Movement
(FM), a party with roots as a charitable foundation that provided essential services during
the war. It’s leader, Rafic Hariri, was a wealthy entrepreneur with dual Saudi citizenship. He
was Saudi Arabia’s key representative in mediating the Taif Agreement. This international
backing facilitated his entrance into Lebanese politics with a goal of filling the vacuum in
a Sunni community with no clear armed leadership.6 Much of Hariri’s success in post-
war Lebanese politics can be traced back to his appointment as head of the Council for
Development and Reconstruction (CDR), which became an important source of patronage
for the Future Movement (Cammett, 2012). In this sense, international support for Hariri’s
influence over the Taif process and the state resources he was able to access as a result
of that influence make him a winner in the civil war settlement despite his not being a
wartime leader. The relatively unusual history of the Future Movement is beneficial from
a research design perspective, as it provides a built-in counterfactual of a group that did
not have wartime control but was a winner of the war. As will be demonstrated in Section
6, although the Future Movement experienced electoral success in fragmented areas, it was
not able to consistently prevent competition from challengers in all its strongholds. This is
evidence that being a beneficiary of war’s settlement is not sufficient for the establishment of
a regional dominant party system. Both victory and a history of wartime territorial control
and mobilization are needed. Table 3 summarizes each organization’s history of territorial
control, its position in the settlement process, and its post-war party status.

In 2005, the assassination of former Prime Minister Hariri (which many perceived to be

6This lack of Sunni cohesion and organization was partly due to the community’s early alliance with and
reliance on Palestinian guerillas, who were irreparably weakened after the Israeli invasion and siege of Beirut
in 1982.
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Table 3: Armed Group and Post-War Parties in Lebanon

History as Position at
Party Main Territory-Controlling End of Post-War

Sect Armed Group War Party

Amal Movement Shia Yes Winner Yes

Hezbollah Shia Yes Winner Yes

Progressive Socialist Druze Yes Winner Yes
Party (PSP)

Lebanese Forces (LF) Christian Yes Loser Yes
(Reintegrated in 2005)

Aounist faction of Lebanese Army/ Christian Yes Loser Yes
Free Patriotic Movement (FPM) (Reintegrated in 2005)

South Lebanon Christian Yes Loser No
Army (SLA)

Future Movement (FM) Sunni No Winner Yes
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Syria’s doing) became a turning point in Lebanese politics. The assassination prompted a
popular protest movement against Syria’s continued presence in Lebanon, as well as a counter
protest supporting Syria. By this time, US-Syrian relations had soured considerably and the
US pressure forced Syrian troops to withdraw from Lebanon. This shock to the political
system did not substantively alter Syria’s relationship with its allies among the parties, but
granted freedom of operation to Syria’s traditional opponents. The most significant of these
marginalized leaders, Geagea (Lebanese Forces) and Aoun (Lebanese army faction), quickly
revived their armed groups as civilian parties and contested the 2005 elections.7

However, despite Syria’s 15-year hegemony over post-war Lebanon, it would be a mistake
to conclude that its intervention erased the effects of wartime territorial control. Syrian
support was not a substitute for a wartime legacy of on-the-ground political organization,
mobilization, and network-building among the population. The strongest evidence of this
is that, in areas formerly controlled by defeated groups, the Syrian regime was unable to
create new post-war loyalist parties that has no grassroots or popular basis. In areas where
it had no armed group-turned-party ally, Syria supported individual independent politicians
that were its direct clients. However, once Syria withdrew in 2005, most of these politicians
declined in influence and were unable to continue getting re-elected (El-Husseini, 2012).
This is in contrast to pro-Syrian politicians affiliated with armed groups-turned-parties like
Amal, Hezbollah, and the PSP, who have maintained their political influence. The fact that
political wings of anti-Syrian armed groups won the majority of Christian seats after they
were allowed back into the system is a testament to the resilience of wartime organizations,
despite their suppression under Syrian rule.

5 Data

The implications of the argument presented in Section 3 are systematically tested using an
original dataset covering Lebanon’s five post-war elections, from 1992 to the most recent
election in 2009.8 The unit of analysis is the electoral race in a given year. In the exam-
ple district in the section above, there were five seats but only two races. The variables
used in the analysis were constructed by aggregating information from various primary and
secondary sources, including official election results, reports from election monitoring orga-

7Syria’s control over Lebanese politics had prevented the coalescing of any significant alternative political
groups within the Christian electorate.

8At the time of writing, the June 2013 elections were indefinitely postponed due to security risks asso-
ciated with the conflict in neighboring Syria.
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nizations, and Lebanese scholarship and analysis of each election’s results.9 This section
introduces the variables in the dataset. Section 6 examines the validity of Hypothesis 1
through a descriptive analysis of the affiliation of candidates that have won the five post-war
elections in districts with different wartime legacies of armed group control. It establishes
a clear link between the legacy of control and victories by candidates affiliated with armed
actors. Section 7 tests Hypothesis 2, examining whether districts with legacies of winning
armed group control have less competitive elections, and additionally, whether the races won
by armed group-affiliated candidates are less competitive.

5.1 Key Explanatory Variables

The qada is the geographic unit to which parliamentary seats and their religious allocation
are assigned. These qadas are the building blocs of electoral districts. While the sectarian
seat allocations, the number of seats, and the number of electoral races never changes,
redistricting is frequent in post-war Lebanese elections and is an focal point for inter-party
bargaining. In some years, each qada is its own electoral district. In others qadas are grouped
to form larger electoral districts. Electoral redistricting is an intensely politicized process.
Particularly in the immediate post-war elections, electoral districts are closely connected to
territories of control. In this way, the winners’ influence over the rules of the game also
presents a mechanism through which they prevent electoral competition and the emergence
of challengers in their strongholds.

Territory type, the focal explanatory variable in the analysis, is a straightforward opera-
tionalization of the three types of regions that emerge from the central argument.The first
version of the variable contains three categories—fragmented territories, winning group ter-
ritories, and defeated group territories. The second version contains six categories, one for
fragmented territories, and one each for the armed groups that controlled territory near the
end of the war10 This variable was constructed by digitizing a historical map of armed group
boundaries of control on the eve of the Taif Agreement (Verdeil, Faour and Velut, 2007). If an
armed group controlled the majority of a qada in 1989, the district was coded as the territory
of that armed group. Districts where the majority of the territory was fragmented among

9Data appendix available upon request.
10Disentangling Amal vs. Hezbollah controlled regions is very difficult. Near the end of war, they fought

each other for control of Shia areas in southern Beirut and south Lebanon and the result was a local-level
patchwork of alternating control between the two groups. Maps of control always lump them together, partly
due to the eventual ceasefire and coalition that formed between the two groups. The Verdeil, Faour, and
Velut’s atlas of Lebanon (2007) map used in this paper is just one prominent example.
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Figure 1: Zones of Armed Group Control Near the End of the Lebanese Civil War

several small local militias or was not ruled by a specific group were coded as fragmented
territories. This was straightforward for almost all districts.11 Figure 1 displays a map of
the zones of armed group control in 1989, on the eve of the Taif Agreement (Verdeil, Faour
and Velut, 2007). The map also distinguishes between winning group territories, defeated
group territories, and fragmented territories using winner and loser designations from Table
3. Districts once controlled by the South Lebanon Army (SLA), Lebanese Forces (LF) and
Aounist faction of the Lebanese Army (later FPM) are coded as defeated group territories,
while districts controlled by the Progressive Socialist Party (PSP), and Amal/Hezbollah are
coded as winning group territories (see Section 4).

11The Baabda district was the only district that was coded as fragmented even though the majority
of the territory was controlled by armed actors. This decision was made because the territory was divided
approximately into thirds, with one fragmented section, and two other sections controlled by different groups.
Staying true to the substantive meaning of the coding scheme, this district was coded as fragmented.
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The second set of explanatory variables captures the political affiliation of winning candidates
in elections. Affiliated with winning group is dichotomous and takes a value of 1 when half
or more of the winning candidates in an electoral race are affiliated with a party with a
history as a winning armed group and a value of 0 if not. Affiliated with losing group
is dichotomous and takes a value of 1 when half or more of the winning candidates in an
electoral race are affiliated with a party with a history as a defeated armed group and a value
of 0 if not. Of course, this variable is only takes values of 1 after the 2005 reintegration.
Member of parliament affiliation is a categorical variable with a different value for each
party and a residual category for independents and members of small parties. Analyses
with these explanatory variables can only be conducted on data for the 2005 and 2009
elections. Too few official party candidates exist in the prior elections to make the statistical
analysis useful. While most nominally independent candidates have always functioned as
close allies of particular parties (Hanf, 1993; El-Khazen, 1994), this information is difficult
to find for 1992, 1996, and 2000. A feature of Lebanese elections is that candidates are
not allowed to officially run as members of parties, although in practice, voters are well
aware of the affiliations of candidates. Instead they run as members of blocs, temporary
groupings of candidates that may center around a party, coalition, or certain charismatic
figure, but that are more diverse and usually formed for short-term strategic purposes. The
lack of official mention of party identification means that election observers must record this
through independent research. For the 1992-2000 elections, the only available information on
party is for official party members. Information on the informal affiliations of independents
has only been collected for more recent elections (2005 and 2009).

5.2 Dependent Variable

The dependent variable vote margin measures the competitiveness of the electoral race. Vote
margin is measured as follows: (last winner - first loser) / (last winner + first loser). This is
an accepted measure of competition in Lebanese elections that captures how close the race
was (Corstange, 2012). It takes on values between 0 and 1, with small values indicating
a close election and 1 indicating an uncontested election.12 In our running example of a
district with an Orthodox Christian election and a Sunni Christian election, the vote margin
would be different for each of these two elections. Figure 2 demonstrates the large amount

12Of course this variable has limitations. For example, if there were multiple seats at stake in a given
electoral race and there was a candidate whose victory was a foregone conclusion while the contest for the
rest of the seats was rather close, the variable would not capture this nuance but would only point to the
competitiveness of the contest for the rest of the seats besides the first.
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of variation present in electoral competition. Although most elections are relatively close,
the values do span the entire spectrum of competition, including a significant number of
virtually uncontested elections.

Figure 2: Vote Margins in Five Post-War Lebanese Elections

5.3 Control Variables

Several control variables are included in the analysis to control for factors that may also
influence the competitiveness of elections. The first is election sectarian allocation, a cate-
gorical variable that controls for the sectarian allocation of each election. This is important
to include in order to account for a key rival hypothesis that the dynamics of competition are
determined more by the sectarian identity of the candidates, and the particularities of polit-
ical organization within a sect, rather than a district’s history of wartime control. Of course,
it is likely that elections for Shia seats are more uncompetitive because of the Hezbollah-
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Amal coalition’s hold on that community. However, I claim that within the territories under
their control, they also strongly influence the nomination of candidates and the dynamics
of competition for other seats as well. I contend that this second hypothesis potentially
explains more of the observed variation than the first.

Two additional control variables are included to account for the effect of electoral district
characteristics on vote margins. For example, one could imagine that when electoral dis-
tricts lump together several qadas, the larger voting population and its potentially increased
diversity could make elections more competitive. One could imagine that a more overtly
sectarian armed group-affiliated candidate would have an easy time winning with a small
and homogenous constituency but would face more competition if his voter base suddenly
included people from other religious groups. For this reason, the analysis includes the log
registered voters and religious fractionalization in the electoral district in that particular
election year as controls. While most other variables stay relatively similar across elections,
these variables vary from election to election and capture the effect of redistricting.

The analysis also includes a control for war violence, a count measure that summarizes the
number of incidents of violence that occurred over the course of the civil war in each qada.
It is plausible to think that areas that experienced more violence might have had a different
trajectory of post-war political development than those that experienced less. For instance,
el-Husseini argues that the larger presence of notables in the political elite in the north of
Lebanon, as compared to the south or Beirut, is perhaps due to the fact that the north was
less affected by the civil war and therefore had greater political continuity (2012). It is not
clear which way wartime violence would influence post-war political competition, since more
violence might mean that a territory was heavily contested and therefore likely to have more
post-war competition. More violence could also precede a single armed group’s consolidation
of control over a territory, and therefore be related to less post-war competition. The data
for war violence is coded from the International Center for Transitional Justice’s report
“Lebanon’s Legacy of Political Violence” (2013). I use event locations to place them in each
qada. This measure is imperfect, since smaller events such as a kidnapping or targeted
assassination count the same as a shelling or massacre, and also because the report does
not claim to be comprehensive. Still, it is the best available data summarizing these events
without apparent regional biases in reporting. Furthermore, trends in the data conform with
historical narratives and aggregate national-level numbers that identify 1975-76, 1982-83, and
1989 as years with particularly high casualty rates (Hanf, 1993; ICTJ, 2013).

Lastly, the analysis includes a control for percent poor. This data provides a rough estimate at
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the qada level of the percent of the population living below a national poverty line that takes
regional price variations into account. This is the best available proxy for economic conditions
within different regions of the country. Because of politically sensitive correlations between
religious group and income levels, actual income data is not released by the government. This
variable is the best alternative and has been calculated through the painstaking combination
of multiple data sources by a team of scholars at Lebanon’s branch of the UNDP (El Laithy,
Abu-Ismail and Hamdan, 2008). Since poorer regions might be easier for sectarian political
entrepreneurs to control through propaganda and patronage distribution, I expect that areas
with a poorer population will have more uncompetitive elections.

For each electoral race, the database also includes the number of seats decided by the race,
the names of the winners, their individual party identifications, and the sectarian breakdown
of the population in the electoral district for that election. The next section uses this data on
party identification to examine descriptively whether candidates from armed groups-turned-
parties are indeed winning the elections in their former territories. Making this important link
lends credence to the notion that armed groups-turned-parties are the central political players
in their former strongholds. It also examines whether there was a shift in the affiliation of
winning candidates after the Syrian withdrawal, particularly in territories that had been
controlled by defeated groups that were reintegrated.

6 The Who: Winning Candidates

This section tests the first hypothesis in Section 3 and examines who wins parliamentary
elections and whether candidates affiliated with armed groups-turned-parties are more likely
to win in their former regions of control and defeated regions where they are able to rule
directly. Table 4 lists the proportion and percent of seats13 won by candidates affiliated
with the parties of the major territory-controlling groups in all five post-war elections. The
pattern is clear. A significantly higher percentage of seats in winning group territories
and defeated group territories that are ruled directly are going to candidates affiliated with
winning groups. Since many independents are informally very close to the armed groups-
turned-parties, this is a conservative estimate of the number of parliamentarians affiliated
with the PSP, Amal, and Hezbollah. This underestimate is evident in the data from 2005
and 2009, which includes closely aligned independents. In these later years, roughly 55 to 82

13Chi-square tests and Fisher’s exact tests result in statistically significant (at the 5% level) differences
between the frequency of armed group-affiliated victories across the four types of categories.
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Table 4: Proportion of Members of Parliament Affiliated w/ Winning Armed Groups-turned-
Parties

Qada War History 1992 1996 2000 2005 2005* 2009 2009*

Winning 36.4% 36.4% 42.4% 60.6% 81.8% 48.5% 75.8%
group territories (12/33) (12/33) (14/33) (20/33) (27/33) (15/33) (25/33)

Defeated 18.2% 45.5% 45.5% 72.7% 81.8% 36.4% 54.5%
group territories (2/11) (5/11) (5/11) (8/11) (9/11) (4/11) (6/11)
(direct control)

Defeated 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
group territories (0/18) (0/18) (0/18) (0/18) (0/18) (0/18) (0/18)
(indirect control)

Fragmented 6.1% 4.5% 7.8% 7.6% 13.6% 4.5% 7.6%
territories (4/66) (3/66) (5/66) (5/66) (9/66) (3/66) (5/66)

*Closely allied independents counted as being affiliated with parties.

% of winning candidates in these regions are affiliated with winning groups. In defeated group
territories that are only controlled indirectly and in fragmented territories, the percentage
is dramatically lower. No winning group candidates take power in Aounist and LF areas. In
these areas, quotas for Christians and deeply unsympathetic populations make direct control
very costly. In fragmented categories candidates affiliated with winners take only 5 to 14%
of seats depending on the election year.

Table 5 lists the proportion and percent of seats14 going to candidates affiliated with losing
groups. Before the 2005 Syrian withdrawal, this is a legal impossibility , which is confirmed
in the data. In 2005, the Lebanese Forces and Aounists (under a new party name, the
Free Patriotic Movement or FPM) rejoin political life. Their former regions of control were

14Chi-square tests and Fisher’s exact tests result in statistically significant (at the 5% level) differences
between the frequency of armed group-affiliated victories across the four types of categories.
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Table 5: Proportion of Members of Parliament Affiliated w/ Defeated Armed Groups-turned-
Parties Reintegrated in 2005

Qada War History 1992 1996 2000 2005 2005* 2009 2009*

Winning 0% 0% 0% 3% 3% 3% 3%
group territories (0/33) (0/33) (0/33) (1/33) (1/33) (1/33) (1/33)

Defeated 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 9.1% 27.3%
group territories (0/11) (0/11) (0/11) (0/11) (0/11) (1/11) (3/11)
(direct control)

Defeated 0% 0% 0% 61.1% 77.8% 38.9% 77.8%
group territories (0/18) (0/18) (0/18) (11/18) (14/18) (7/18) (14/18)
(indirect control)

Fragmented 0% 0% 0% 7.6% 7.6% 9.1% 13.6%
territories (0/66) (0/66) (0/66) (5/66) (5/66) (6/66) (9/66)

*Closely allied independents counted as being affiliated with parties.

both managed indirectly by winners, for reasons previously discussed. After 2005, candidates
affiliated with these parties and closely aligned independents win about 78% of seats in these
areas. They also make some inroads in fragmented areas. In 2009, redistricting favorable to
Christian parties and an alliance between the Aounists and Hezbollah allows them to win
several Christian seats in defeated territories directly controlled by Hezbollah in the south.

When districts are disaggregated according to the individual group that controlled their
territory, the winners’ affiliations also largely conform to the expectations of Hypothesis 1.
Amal and Hezbollah did well in the 1992 elections. They gained control over a significant
number of seats in the Bekaa valley and the south, areas that they had controlled by the
end of the war. They also dominated elections that formally represented SLA areas (see
details above) and unsurprisingly, continued to do so after the end of the Israeli occupation
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Figure 3: Lebanon’s Parliamentary Elections: Seats Won by Parties

and the collapse of the SLA a few months before the 2000 election. Figure 315 displays the
results of the 1992, 1996, and 2000 elections. The PSP consistently wins seats in its wartime
area of control. Several seats also went to non-sectarian pro-Syrian parties like the Syrian
Socialist Nationalist Party (SSNP) that did not control a significant territory at the end of
the war, but were given preferential treatment because of their relationship with Syria. Also,
a few smaller pre-war parties that did not militarize during the war attempted to make a
comeback. However, in both these cases, this pattern becomes weaker in later years as the
main sectarian armed groups-turned parties further consolidate their control. The figure also
demonstrates that party-affiliated candidates are largely absent from both fragmented and
defeated group territories in these first three elections under Syrian control.

15In the following figures, the squares and small circles are parliamentary seats, geographically placed in
the districts they are representing.
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Figure 4: Lebanon’s Parliamentary Elections After Syrian Withdrawal: Seats Won by Parties

A striking aspect of all these elections is the large number of seats going to independents.
There are several reasons for this pattern beyond the availability of data on affiliations of
independents. First, since most Christian armed groups were effectively banned before 2005,
many Christian seats, particularly in the central coast of the country, were filled by Syrian
clients that had little bases of popular support. This was especially true in 1992, when the
Christian population largely boycotted the elections, resulting in uncontested victories for
Syrian clients in many popularly anti-Syrian strongholds. Many other independents were
members of traditional political families that were sidelined during the war. After the war,
Syria perceived as less threatening and, in exchange for their cooperation, gave them tacit
approval to attempt the revival of their pre-war local bases of support (El-Khazen, 1994).

Independents connected to traditional families and with connections to Syria also made a
strong showing in areas that were under fragmented control during the war. These were also
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Figure 5: Lebanon’s Parliamentary Elections After Syrian Withdrawal: Seats Won by Parties
(with closely allied independents included)

areas in which there was an open opportunity for them to reassert their role in Lebanese
politics (Hanf, 1993; El-Khazen, 1994; Hudson, 1999). Some of these independents were
also Sunni politicians running as a bloc under the leadership of Rafic Hariri, the wealthy
businessman at the head of the Hariri foundation. Given the lack of unifying armed group
in the Sunni community, this bloc was successful in filling that vacuum in some, but not
all, Sunni areas. It took on a increasingly anti-Syrian stance and was an important player,
although it did not officially become the Future Movement party until 2007, after the Syrian
withdrawal. In any case, systematic data about the relationship of specific independents to
the parties in more recent elections only strengthens the correlation between armed group
control zone and post-war electoral outcomes. This can be seen in the comparison of Figures
4 and 5.
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The popular protests that precipitated the Syrian withdrawal in 2005 created a sea change in
Lebanese politics. The key change was the reintegration of political groups that were Syrian
opponents during the war. General Aoun returned from exile in France and reorganized his
followers under the banner of the Free Patriotic Movement (FPM). As can be seen in Figures
4 and 5, his party won important electoral victories in the Christian-majority central coast.
The positions of Lebanese parties as pro or anti-Syrian became a focal point for alliance
formation in the wake of the 2005 withdrawal. Lebanese parties structured themselves into
two coalitions, March 8 (pro-Syria) and March 14 (anti-Syria), named for the days of their
largest protests.

The Lebanese Forces (LF) also regrouped, forming a party out of the remnants of its armed
organization. They won elections in parts of the territory their group had controlled but
many seats in their former territory were taken by the FPM. After 2005, the electoral out-
comes in the north-central coast region reflect the resurgence of Christian armed groups-
turned-parties as well as divisions within the Christian community between Aounists and
Lebanese Forces supporters that can be traced back to the civil war. The other striking de-
velopment that coincides with the withdrawal of Syrian forces is the rise for the Sunni-based
Future Movement as an official post-war party. With strongholds in Beirut and eventually
in the north as well, Hariri built a party that filled some of the vacuum left in fragmented
areas with a Sunni majority.

By the 2009 election, the March 8th and March 14th coalitions had transformed into more
permanent fixtures of the political landscape. March 8th is composed of Hezbollah, Amal,
and perhaps surprisingly, Aoun’s FPM (after signing a Memorandum of Understanding with
Hezbollah). March 14th is composed of Hariri’s Future Movement and the Lebanese Forces.
Both coalitions include independents and members of some smaller parties. The PSP, al-
though part of March 14th for the 2009 election, acts as a crucial pivot party, switching
sides and deriving its power from its ability to strengthen or weaken each of the two main
alliances. One noticeable change between 2005 and 2009 in Figure 5 is the FPM’s 2009 vic-
tory in Jezzine, a Christian enclave in the south, with is a traditionally Shia-majority region.
This is partly due to redistricting between the two elections that came as part of the alliance
between the FPM and Hezbollah. In 2009, Jezzine was its own electoral district for the
first time since the end of the war. In previous elections, it had been grouped into a larger
majority-Shia southern district, thereby diluting the significance of its Christian voters in
choosing Jezzine’s parliamentarians. It is also important to note that 70% of this region’s
voters live outside of it, either abroad or in Christian-majority areas of the country–mostly
due to wartime displacement (NOW, 2009).
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Figure 6: 2005 Parliamentary Election Winners and 1989 Zones of Armed Group Control

Figure 5 presents the results of the post-withdrawal elections, but uses an alternative coding
in which independent candidates that are close allies of parties are counted as affiliated with
that party. Here, the old contours of wartime territories can almost be made out, even
though these elections took place 15-20 years after the cessation of hostilities. To clarify this
pattern, Figures 6 and 7 superimpose the results of the elections onto the zones of control
in 1989. The color of the parties winning the parliamentary seats matches the colors of the
armed groups that are associated with those parties. If a group controlled a territory by
the end of the Lebanese civil war, it wins the vast majority of the parliamentary seats in
the districts within its former zone of control. One can also see evidence of Hezbollah and
Amal’s consistent and direct control over former SLA territory. The one departure from
this trend is the FPM’s success in some formerly Lebanese Forces territories. Although LF
candidates made a strong showing in these elections, it is likely that the FPM had greater
indirect resources, at least by 2009, due to its rapprochement with Syria and partnering with
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Figure 7: 2009 Parliamentary Election Winners and 1989 Zones of Armed Group Control

Hezbollah’s coalition in 2006. Another reason for the LF’s poor performance vis-a-vis the
FPM may be rooted in important changes in the LF’s capacity as an organization towards
the end of the civil war. Inter-Christian conflict with Aoun and the LF’s ensuing loss of
control over a critically important Beirut harbor is often considered a key moment in the
reduction of its organizational capacity (Zahar, 2000), independent of the Syrian repression
of both groups that would eventually follow.

Providing evidence for Hypothesis 1 and establishing the continuity between armed group
control and post-war electoral outcomes is an important first step in documenting the de-
velopment of regionalized dominant party systems. When looking more systemically at the
effect of armed group control on electoral competition, we can now be more confident that
these elections are indeed ones in which the armed groups-turned-parties are the central
players. Particularly when elections in winning group territories and directly controlled de-
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feated group territories are uncompetitive, we can know that the overwhelming majority of
candidates winning these elections are indeed affiliated with winning armed groups-turned-
parties.

7 The How : Electoral Competition

Table 6: Competition in Post-War Elections by History of Territorial Control

Admin. District High Middling Low
War History Competition Competition Competition

Vote Margin 0-0.33 0.33-0.66 0.66-1

Winning group territories 30.7% 34.7% 34.7%

Defeated group territories 8.6% 28.6% 62.9%
(winners control directly)

Defeated group territories 72.5% 10% 17.5%
(winners control indirectly)

Fragmented territories 62.7% 23.8% 13.5%

This section tests Hypothesis 2 concerning variations in electoral competition across territo-
ries of different types. The results support the expectations that winning group territories
and defeated group territories directly controlled by winners will have less competitive elec-
tions, whereas defeated group territories that are only indirectly controlled and fragmented
territories will have more competitive elections. Table 6 divides the distribution of vote
margins into thirds. Low vote margins means high electoral competition and vice versa.
Elections in indirectly controlled defeated group territories and fragmented territories are
highly competitive 72.5% of the time and 62.7% of the time respectively. This is in con-
trast to directly controlled defeated group territories and winning group territories which
have highly competitive elections only 8.6% and 30.7% of the time. The converse is also
true. Elections in winning group territories and directly controlled defeated group territories
are uncompetitive much more often than they are in indirectly controlled defeated group
territories and fragmented territories.
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Figure 8: Vote Margins in Post-War Elections by History of Territorial Control (All Years)

Figure 8 displays the same data broken down by individual armed group area. The first
two bars represent the PSP and Amal/Hezbollah areas, while the third bar represents SLA
areas which Hezbollah directly controls. They have relatively more uncompetitive elections.
The last three bars represent Aounist (FPM), LF, and fragmented areas, which have more
competitive elections. Figure 9 displays election results for each type of territory broken
down by election year. The same pattern emerges. Some temporal variations reflected in the
figure are worth noting. Elections in Aounist areas were uncontested in 1992 and elections
in LF areas were less competitive than we would expect for indirectly controlled territories.
This is due to the unique feature of the 1992 election, in which most voters and local elites
in Christian areas, particularly Aounists strongholds, participated in a widespread boycott
as a response to the repression of the anti-Syrian Christian groups, the exiling of General
Aoun, the Syrian army’s continuing presence in Lebanon, and the perception that the Taif
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Figure 9: Vote Margins in Post-War Elections by History of Territorial Control

Agreement’s provisions disadvantaged Christians. Syrian clients with no bases of popular
support were imposed by Damascus in Aounist areas and claimed the majority of these
seats in uncontested elections (Hanf, 1993). Essentially, the boycott unwittingly created an
opportunity for Syria and Lebanese winners. It lowered the cost of controlling the area for
the first post-war election.

It is important to recognize, however, that while LF and FPM territories are consistently
competitive after 1992, competitiveness in these areas is due to different mechanisms before
and after Syrian withdrawal. Unlike the independents winning pre-2005 elections, many
winners after 2005 are associated with the FPM or the LF. Although these former armed
groups were, quite remarkably, able to resurrect their political organizations, their patronage
networks are not nearly as robust or well-supplied as those of winners who have had access
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to ministries, state resources and, in some cases, foreign patronage since the end of the war.
The LF and FPM cannot use state resources to making the playing field in their home regions
so uneven as to become de facto regional dominant parties like Amal, Hezbollah, and the
PSP. Instead, the LF and FPM have to actually compete and campaign against each other
and independents on a more equal footing. In a sense, the indirect effect of defeat in the
wake of the civil war likely led to more genuine democratic competition once those players
were allowed back into the system.

In contrast, uncompetitive races were a persistent feature of post-war elections in SLA areas,
the remaining defeated territory. While the SLA was not technically defeated until shortly
before the 2000 election, the group was never part of the Taif Agreement that ended the civil
war so it was a loser with regards to domestic Lebanese politics long before it collapsed as
a military organization. Before 2000, the SLA and Israeli occupying forces made it difficult
if not impossible for those physically living in occupied territory to go to the polls (Hanf,
1993). Elections for the parliamentary seats allocated to qadas in occupied territory were
held in nearby geographic areas that were not occupied. Voters who had moved out of
occupied territory in the course of the war were free to vote. As the armed groups-turned-
parties in firm control of the remainder of the south, Amal and Hezbollah easily used their
organizations’ mobilization capacity and resources to exercise control over these elections
as well. Furthermore, Hezbollah’s continued resistance to Israeli occupation and SLA made
them popular among many voters, both Shia and from other religious backgrounds, whose
hometowns were under occupation. These winners’ direct control over electoral outcomes in
SLA areas explains the high vote margins in this defeated group territory.

Among the winning group territories, there is suggestive evidence of greater institutional-
ization of the Amal and Hezbollah coalition’s dominance over time. From 1992 to 2009,
elections became increasingly less competitive in their areas. The most striking departure
from the theoretical expectations is in some years in PSP areas. These areas exhibit more
significant temporal variation in competition. However, the reasons for this variation are
two-fold and are consistent with the argument. The 2000 and 2005 elections—the two in-
stances in which the median vote margin in PSP territories dips below 50%, which is still
very high— were governed by an electoral law that divided PSP territory in half and then
grouped one half of it with a fragmented district in which Hezbollah and the FPM (after
2005) have a considerable presence. This generated more competitive elections than if PSP
strongholds had been their own electoral district. The year in which is is most apparent
is 2000, where the median vote margin dips below 25%. This election occurs shortly after
Bashar al-Assad succeeded his father as president of Syria. The PSP leader, Jumblatt, had
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been close to the old guard in the Syrian regime and had alienated Bashar’s new regime.
In a departure from a previously close relationship with the PSP, the newly ruling Bashar
responded by backing an electoral list that included some PSP rivals from the Druze com-
munity as well Amal and Hezbollah candidates (Gambill and Abou Aoun, 2000) to run in
the electoral district created from joining a fragmented qada with a traditional PSP qada.
The result was an election that was more competitive than usual. Candidates from both
lists won seats. This competition in PSP territories and the inability to hold on to every
seat become less surprising in light of the fact that the opposition was composed of Syrian
clients, Amal, and Hezbollah–who are undoubtedly more powerful players within the group
of winners that emerged from the war. On the other hand, the fact that the PSP was able
to still hold on to some seats indicates the party’s ability to weather a threat from more
powerful players and the depth of its local strength.

Finally, in fragmented territories, elections are consistently less competitive than in Amal/Hezbollah
areas, in SLA areas (controlled by Hezbollah and Amal), and PSP areas in most elections.
However, the distributions suggest that there are some uncompetitive elections that are
outliers among electoral contests in fragmented territories. These are often for seats in the
capital city of Beirut, where the Hariri family has great influence. As mentioned in Section 4,
Hariri’s party, the Future Movement, is the only winner of the war’s settlement that did not
emerge from a wartime armed group but from the independently wealthy family’s wartime
charitable foundation. Due to the fact that the religious allocations of Beirut’s parliamentary
seats are extraordinarily diverse, but with a plurality of seats assigned to Sunnis, the Future
Movement has an advantage in shaping the city’s electoral contests. From it’s privileged
position, the Future Movement often organizes a list that embodies a temporary coalition
between all the significant players in Lebanese politics, often including Amal and Hezbollah,
the PSP, traditional family-based independents and after 2005, the Christian parties. This
represents a classic elite pact that has the effect of making the city’s politics uncompetitive.
These uncompetitive elections explain the outliers in fragmented territories. If one were
to omit Beirut’s elections from the fragmented territories, the distributions would be more
similar to those defeated group territories that are indirectly controlled (Aounists and LF in
Figure 9).

7.1 Method and Models

Moving beyond descriptive statistics, the following section provides several multivariate tests
of Hypothesis 2 regarding the differences in electoral competition across electoral races in
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qadas with different wartime legacies of armed group control. The modeling strategy is
straightforward. All models use least square regression with the electoral race as the unit
of analysis. Models include weights for the number of seats decided by each electoral race.
This gives more weight to races that decide five seats, for example, than those that decide a
single seat. All models pool elections and some include year fixed effects, which do not have
any significant effect on the results.

All the confidence intervals reported in the results are produced by calculating wild cluster
boostrapped t-statistics (WCBSTs). Clustering is by electoral district.16 Despite the fact
that districts often contain multiple separate electoral races, parties almost always create
multi-religious lists and present voters with a candidate for every seat in the district. While
voters are free to vote for some candidates and not others, in practice, most vote for a
particular party or coalition’s whole list. The implication is that electoral races taking place
within the same electoral district are hardly independent from each other.

Bootstrapped cluster adjustments provide appropriately conservative estimates of confidence
intervals. Using this method, whole clusters (electoral districts) are resample instead of in-
dividual observations (electoral races) as would be customary in standard bootstrapping
procedures. Particularly when there are few clusters, cluster (also know as block) boost-
rapping is the preferable alternative to the clustered robust standard errors widely used in
political science research. There is no single threshold at which data contains too few clusters
to use standard approaches, although research suggests that the traditional approach leads
to underestimated standard errors when there are 40 or fewer clusters (Esarey and Menger,
2015; MacKinnon and Webb, 2015).

Among the alternatives to clustered robust standard errors, Wild Cluster Boostrapped t-
statistics (WCBSTs), as proposed by Cameron, Gelbach and Miller (2008) offer the best
solution given the structure of this data. WCBSTs work well for clusters of wildly different
sizes (MacKinnon and Webb, 2015), which is the case for electoral districts in Lebanese elec-
tions. In contrast to other cluster boostrapping techniques, WCBSTs work by boostrapping
the residuals of a regression rather than the observations directly (Esarey and Menger, 2015;
Wu, 1986). Although it is less intuitive, it is the ideal method when a regressor is a cate-
gorical or dummy variable, as is true of the focal variables measuring territorial control and
candidate affiliation in this analysis. When the value of an explanatory variable is known
to be uniform throughout a cluster, this means that there is a high possibility that any
given pseudo-sample of the observations will have the same value for the variable, making

16The results are consistent if clustering is by qada instead.
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the coefficient inestimable. In these situations, bootstrapping the residuals is an appropriate
solution (Cameron, Gelbach and Miller, 2008). Fortunately, Esarey and Menger have found
through simulations comparing multiple types of bootstrapping methods for clustered data
that WCBSTs perform very well, with false positive rates close to the target 0.05 even when
there are only a few clusters. Unfortunately, they have worse true positive detection than
other methods (Esarey and Menger, 2015). For our purposes, this simply amounts to an
overly difficult test of hypotheses. If effects are still significant after WCBSTs, we can take
this as evidence of robust results.

In the following section, results from four sets of model specifications are reported. Each set of
models varies based on the focal explanatory variable. The dependent variable is vote margin
in all specifications. In the first set, the focal explanatory variable is territory type as the
three theoretical categories of fragmented, defeated, and winning group territories. In the next
set, the same variable is disaggregated into one category for each armed group territory. The
third and fourth specifications substitute the territorial measure with a measure of political
affiliation of the majority of successful candidates in an electoral race. The third set includes
dichotomous affiliated with winning group and affiliated with losing group variables while the
fourth includes affiliation disaggregated by each of the major armed groups-turned-parties.

7.2 Results

The overall results from different model specifications show support for Hypothesis 2 re-
garding electoral competition. In Table 7, the results indicate that winning group territories
have significantly less competitive elections than fragmented territories, which is the omitted
category. In Model 4, which contains all controls as well as year fixed effects, moving from
a fragmented territory to a winning group territory increases the vote margin by 24.1%.
When defeated group territories are lumped together, the results suggest that they are less
competitive than fragmented territories. However, distinguishing between directly and indi-
rectly controlled defeated group territories reveals two opposing trends that are in line with
the expectations of Hypothesis 2. First, directly controlled defeated group territories are
much less competitive that fragmented territories. The difference in vote margin is a mas-
sive 46.8%. In contrast, elections in indirectly controlled defeated group territories where
winners do not run their own candidates but work through clients, independents, and after
2005 alliance with the FPM and the LF, are not significantly different from those in frag-
mented territories. In both types of areas, elections are relatively more competitive. Among
the controls, electoral races that are part of Shia and Alawi quotas are less competitive. This
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Table 7: Territory Type and Vote Margin (Competition)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
(Intercept) 0.274∗∗∗ −0.338 −0.871 −0.281

[0.197; 0.351] [−1.203; 0.528] [−2.115; 0.373] [−1.493; 0.932]
Winning Group 0.228∗∗∗ 0.219∗∗∗ 0.226∗∗∗

[0.094; 0.362] [0.124; 0.313] [0.123; 0.329]
Defeated Group (all) 0.120 0.253∗ 0.273∗∗∗

[−0.083; 0.322] [−0.014; 0.521] [0.033; 0.513]
Winning Group 0.241∗∗∗

[0.104; 0.378]
Defeated Group (direct) 0.468∗∗∗

[0.335; 0.602]
Defeated Group (indirect) −0.096

[−0.312; 0.119]
Religious Fractionalization 0.312 0.366∗∗∗ −0.159

[−0.077; 0.701] [0.004; 0.729] [−0.620; 0.303]
Log Registered Voters 0.018 0.071 0.054

[−0.052; 0.089] [−0.028; 0.171] [−0.040; 0.148]
Percent Poor 0.002 0.001 −0.001

[−0.001; 0.005] [−0.002; 0.004] [−0.005; 0.002]
War Violence 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗

[0.000; 0.002] [0.000; 0.002] [−0.000; 0.002]
Christian Election 0.056 0.058 0.057

[−0.051; 0.164] [−0.042; 0.159] [−0.038; 0.153]
Druze Election 0.119 0.120 0.092

[−0.060; 0.298] [−0.058; 0.298] [−0.081; 0.265]
Shia Election 0.205∗∗∗ 0.195∗∗∗ 0.113∗∗∗

[0.069; 0.341] [0.058; 0.331] [0.006; 0.219]
Alawi Election 0.319∗ 0.318∗ 0.357∗∗∗

[−0.031; 0.669] [−0.030; 0.666] [0.013; 0.701]
Year Fixed Effects No No Yes Yes
AIC 231.714 209.788 177.272 134.275
BIC 246.970 255.557 238.298 199.115
Log Likelihood -111.857 -92.894 -72.636 -50.137
Deviance 62.247 55.584 49.252 43.062
Num. obs. 335 335 335 335
All elections included.
Electoral race is unit of analyis.
All models include weights for number of seats decided by each electoral race.
All models have wild cluster bootstrapped t-statistics, clustered by electoral district.
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
95% confidence intervals in parentheses.
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Table 8: Armed Group Control and Vote Margin (Competition)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Intercept) 0.274∗∗∗ 0.128 −0.140

[0.198; 0.350] [−0.914; 1.171] [−1.483; 1.203]
Progressive Socialist Party 0.183 0.172 0.181

[−0.066; 0.431] [−0.055; 0.399] [−0.069; 0.431]
Amal / Hezbollah 0.257∗ 0.298∗∗ 0.295∗

[−0.011; 0.525] [0.013; 0.584] [−0.008; 0.597]
South Lebanon Army 0.439∗∗∗ 0.490∗∗∗ 0.486∗∗∗

[0.320; 0.559] [0.340; 0.640] [0.337; 0.635]
Lebanese Army (Aounists) 0.028 −0.013 0.007

[−0.074; 0.131] [−0.291; 0.266] [−0.233; 0.246]
Lebanese Forces −0.159∗∗ −0.128 −0.108

[−0.297; −0.020] [−0.370; 0.114] [−0.353; 0.137]
Religious Fractionalization −0.058 −0.032

[−0.574; 0.457] [−0.496; 0.432]
Log Registered Voters 0.005 0.037

[−0.087; 0.097] [−0.073; 0.147]
Percent Poor −0.001 −0.001

[−0.004; 0.003] [−0.005; 0.003]
War Violence 0.001∗∗ 0.001∗

[0.000; 0.002] [−0.000; 0.002]
Christian Election 0.061 0.061

[−0.036; 0.158] [−0.032; 0.154]
Druze Election 0.107 0.108

[−0.032; 0.246] [−0.035; 0.251]
Shia Election 0.088 0.088∗

[−0.027; 0.203] [−0.014; 0.191]
Alawi Election 0.369∗∗ 0.365∗∗

[0.044; 0.695] [0.037; 0.693]
Year Fixed Effects No No Yes
AIC 178.774 165.679 134.167
BIC 205.473 222.891 206.636
Log Likelihood -82.387 -67.839 -48.084
Deviance 52.204 47.862 42.537
Num. obs. 335 335 335
All elections included.
Electoral race is unit of analyis.
All models include weights for number of seats decided by each electoral race.
All models have wild cluster bootstrapped t-statistics, clustered by electoral district.
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
95% confidence intervals in parentheses.
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Table 9: Affiliation of Winning Candidates and Vote Margin (Competition)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Intercept) −1.977∗ −1.864 −1.823

[−4.357; 0.402] [−4.438; 0.709] [−4.266; 0.620]
Winning Group 0.244∗∗ 0.202∗

[0.022; 0.465] [−0.020; 0.423]
Defeated Group (Reintegrated) −0.246∗∗ −0.189∗

[−0.465; −0.026] [−0.414; 0.036]
Religious Fractionalization −0.108 −0.209 −0.235

[−0.530; 0.314] [−0.619; 0.201] [−0.590; 0.119]
Log Registered Voters 0.194∗ 0.201∗ 0.195∗

[−0.016; 0.404] [−0.032; 0.433] [−0.021; 0.411]
Percent Poor −0.001 −0.003 −0.003

[−0.006; 0.003] [−0.009; 0.002] [−0.008; 0.002]
War Violence 0.000 −0.000 0.000

[−0.001; 0.002] [−0.002; 0.002] [−0.002; 0.002]
Christian Election −0.094 −0.028 −0.063

[−0.207; 0.020] [−0.133; 0.077] [−0.167; 0.042]
Druze Election −0.029 0.124 −0.009

[−0.263; 0.204] [−0.145; 0.392] [−0.246; 0.228]
Shia Election 0.086 0.239∗∗ 0.085

[−0.110; 0.282] [0.012; 0.466] [−0.108; 0.278]
Alawi Election 0.076 0.072 0.089

[−0.222; 0.375] [−0.253; 0.396] [−0.205; 0.382]
Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes
AIC 62.976 65.448 59.190
BIC 97.750 100.222 96.862
Log Likelihood -19.488 -20.724 -16.595
Deviance 17.080 17.398 16.358
Num. obs. 134 134 134
Only 2005 and 2009 election included due to data availability.
Electoral race is unit of analyis.
All models include weights for number of seats decided by each electoral race.
All models have wild cluster bootstrapped t-statistics, clustered by electoral district.
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
95% confidence intervals in parentheses.
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Table 10: Affiliation of Winning Candidates and Vote Margin (Competition)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Intercept) 0.325∗∗∗ −1.225 −1.446

[0.208; 0.442] [−3.540; 1.089] [−3.877; 0.985]
Progressive Socialist Party 0.088 0.099 0.101

[−0.277; 0.452] [−0.175; 0.372] [−0.178; 0.380]
Amal 0.524∗∗∗ 0.628∗∗∗ 0.626∗∗∗

[0.398; 0.649] [0.432; 0.823] [0.439; 0.812]
Hezbollah 0.361∗∗∗ 0.440∗∗∗ 0.435∗∗

[0.128; 0.594] [0.129; 0.751] [0.083; 0.787]
Free Patriotic Movement (Aounists) −0.192∗∗ −0.155 −0.152

[−0.336; −0.048] [−0.468; 0.159] [−0.460; 0.156]
Lebanese Forces −0.136∗ −0.060 −0.065

[−0.290; 0.018] [−0.235; 0.116] [−0.260; 0.130]
Religious Fractionalization −0.141 −0.130

[−0.551; 0.269] [−0.558; 0.299]
Log Registered Voters 0.134 0.151

[−0.063; 0.331] [−0.058; 0.360]
Percent Poor −0.001 −0.002

[−0.005; 0.003] [−0.006; 0.002]
War Violence 0.001 0.001

[−0.001; 0.002] [−0.001; 0.002]
Christian Election −0.034 −0.034

[−0.141; 0.073] [−0.146; 0.078]
Druze Election 0.010 0.006

[−0.176; 0.197] [−0.177; 0.190]
Shia Election −0.120 −0.122

[−0.270; 0.029] [−0.275; 0.032]
Alawi Election 0.126 0.124

[−0.164; 0.416] [−0.159; 0.406]
Year Fixed Effects No No Yes
AIC 40.030 33.255 34.918
BIC 60.315 76.723 81.283
Log Likelihood -13.015 -1.628 -1.459
Deviance 15.507 13.083 13.050
Num. obs. 134 134 134
Only 2005 and 2009 election included due to data availability.
Electoral race is unit of analyis.
All models include weights for number of seats decided by each electoral race.
All models have wild cluster bootstrapped t-statistics, clustered by electoral district.
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
95% confidence intervals in parentheses.
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is not surprising considering the Syrian regime’s alliance with leaders from these religious
communities, which deters serious challenges to their power.

In Table 8, territory type is disaggregated by armed group territory. Amal and Hezbol-
lah territories and former SLA territories now controlled by Hezbollah are significantly more
competitive than fragmented territories, which are the omitted category once again. SLA ter-
ritories are extremely uncompetitive, even relative to other Amal and Hezbollah territories.
This is perhaps related to the specific context of southern Lebanon. Hezbollah’s message of
resistance as well as its extensive networks for high-risk and violent mobilization are likely to
be densest in these border areas. This is in contrast to the Bekaa valley, Lebanon’s only tribal
region. While many powerful tribes are Hezbollah supporters, other refuse to be coopted,
generating slightly more competition in Amal and Hezbollah’s northeastern territories than
in the south. PSP areas have coefficients that indicate less competition than fragmented
areas, but none of these are significant. This unexpected result is partly due to electoral
engineering by Syria that diluted some of the PSP’s influence in 2000 and 2005 due to a
souring relationship (see earlier in this section for details). It should be noted that before
the bootstrapping procedure, results for the PSP were significant. In the cluster bootstrap-
ping procedure, the PSP territories that were combined with fragmented areas into a single
electoral district in 2000 and 2005 would be resampled together as a single unit, explaining
part of why the significance disappears. Elections in territories formerly controlled by the
LF or the Aounists (FPM) are not appreciably different from fragmented territories in their
competitiveness, which is in line with theoretical expectations.

Moving beyond strictly territorial arguments, the models in Tables 9 and 10 examine whether
elections won by particular parties, regardless of the qada’s history, exhibit systematically
different patterns of competition. In Table 9, the focal explanatory variable is the affiliation
of winning candidates for parliament. In electoral races where half or more of the winning
MPs were affiliated with a winning armed group-turned-party, vote margins were about 20%
higher than in other races. In races where half or more of the winning MPs were affiliated
with losing group that was enventually reintegrated, vote margins were about 19% lower
than in other races. Results hold when one or both dichotomous variables are included
in the model. These results seem to provide evidence for the ability of winning groups
to dominate the elections they win in ways that more recently reintegrated armed groups-
turned-parties struggle to do. The greater competitiveness of elections where reintegrated
losers actually win suggest that those victories are relatively uncertain compared to other
elections. In Table 10 the affiliation of candidates is broken down by armed group-turned-
party with electoral contests won by independents or other parties in a residual omitted
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category. Races won by Amal candidates are always very uncompetitive, with vote margins
that are up to 63% higher than those in races within the residual category. The same is
true for elections won by Hezbollah, although the effect size is smaller. Races won by PSP
candidates exhibit higher vote margins as well, and races won by LF and FPM candidates
lower vote margins than the residual category, but those results are not significant. Overall,
these results provide suggestive evidence that Hezbollah and Amal in particular win elections
without meaningful challenges.

7.3 Why Differences in Competition Matter

In this analysis presented above, uncompetitive elections won by candidates affiliated with
former armed groups are taken as an observable implication of the development of regional-
ized dominant parties. The lack of meaningful political competition is an important legacy
of wartime armed group governance and a potential hindrance to post-war democratization.
In traditional theories of democracy, political competition is a crucial mechanism generating
accountability, and reducing clientelism in favor of programmatic policies and better provi-
sion of public goods. The ability to sanction politicians through elections and the possibility
of an alternation of power is central to our understanding of democracy (Przeworski, 1991).
However, in political contexts in which there are stable ethnic or sectarian parties, elections
center on turnout buying and political competition actually increases patronage and leads
to an under-provision of public goods (Kitschelt and Wilkinson, 2007; Driscoll, 2015). In the
Lebanese context, Cammett shows that, among parties invested in electoral politics, intra-
sect political competition actually reduces the scope of a party’s welfare provision, focusing it
on in-group members instead of providing for out-group members as well (Cammett, 2014).
This research suggests that political competition in a religiously or ethnically divided country
may actually narrow rather than expand politicians’ provision of welfare services.

Furthermore, party dominance and lack of competition may also impact the persistence of
low-level violence after the formal end of the war. In post-war contexts where reversion to
armed conflict as a way to settle political disputes is a real possibility, regions under the firm
control of a single armed group-turned-party may actually be safer and more stable. Accounts
of internal post-war violence in Lebanon frequently cite clashes occurring along the borders
between regions of former armed group control (ICTJ, 2013) or in fragmented regions where
multiple neighborhood level militias and gangs are allowed the space to proliferate (Mulligan,
2014a,b).
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8 Alternative Hypotheses

There are alternative hypotheses that could plausibly explain some of the empirical patterns
observed in Sections 6 and 7. The first and perhaps most obvious is that variation in the
type of candidates that win elections and in the competitiveness of those elections may sim-
ply represent continuities from pre-war politics, with their root causes in pre-war political
developments and mobilization (Balcells, forthcoming) rather than in diverging experiences
of territorial control during the war. However, even a brief examination of pre-war parlia-
mentary politics in Lebanon is enough to recognize that the most powerful post-war parties
were non-existent before the war, and that the degree of pre and post-war continuity varies
greatly by region in ways that are correlated with wartime territorial control.

Pre-war politics in Lebanon was dominated by prominent families, often wealthy landowners,
but also successful merchants and lawyers. The parliament was an exclusive “club” where
seats were commonly inherited and held in the control of these prominent families for genera-
tions. Many of the deputies, particularly those that were not directly part of notable families,
were themselves clients of larger patrons associated with the political families. Parliamentar-
ians were either advanced in age or very young, reflecting the inheritance dynamic. Several
prominent family-based politicians created blocs in the parliament, but these did not have
a clear programmatic goal. Parties with an ideological and programmatic platform such as
the Syrian Socialist Nationalist Party, the Communist Party, and several smaller pan-Arab
groups and Islamist movements started to gain support among segments of the population
in the immediate pre-war years, but were effectively shut out of the system. Parliament and
most legal and formal politics was the purview of traditional elites that had personal, almost
feudal, patron-client relationships with their constituents. However, there were two notable
political groupings that were hybrids, combining the influence of prominent political families
with modern party organization. They were the Progressive Socialist Party (PSP) led by the
Jumblatt family, and the Kataeb (Phalangists) led by the Gemayel family (Picard, 2002).

When comparing this landscape to that of post-war politics, one notices that although several
families retained positions in the parliament, the ruptures outweigh the continuities, most
obviously in areas that came under armed group control. A pattern also emerges in party
development. Parties that did not militarize with the beginning of the civil war, like many
of the parliamentary blocs, lost their relevance. Others, like the elite-led Christian parties
that were affiliated with the Lebanese Forces (i.e. Phalangists, National Liberal Party) were
largely overwhelmed and marginalized by a new crop of lower middle class wartime leaders
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that came up through the ranks of the Lebanese Forces’ military wing. Through an internal
coup in the mid-1980s, the Lebanese Forces became its own organization, separate from
the pre-war parties that had created it (Hiro, 1993). After the war, the Phalangists were
relegated to being a minor party, with consistently weaker electoral performance relative to
the Lebanese Forces’ armed group-turned-party in 2005 and 2009 elections.

The PSP militarized and took on an increasingly Druze sectarian character as the war
progressed (Hanf, 1993) and remains an important post-war player. As for the non-sectarian
programmatic parties, most lost their influence during the war and those that militarized were
gradually marginalized by sectarian armed actors (Hanf, 1993). However, the SSNP militia
and party entered the legal political system and won seats in the first post-war parliament,
largely due to its close relationship with Damascus. Despite this advantage, it did not become
a major political player but only a junior partner in larger coalitions. The most striking
rupture was the proliferation of new parties representing Muslim communities. Some had
their roots in anti-establishment political movements that had begun in the immediate pre-
war years, whereas others were a product of the war itself. The most prominent examples
are Amal, Hezbollah, and the smaller Jamaa’ Islamiya (El-Khazen, 2000).

In short, the pre-war parliament and political system was dominated by individual political
families within the formal halls of power and several programmatic parties that were excluded
but gathering momentum outside the formal system. In the post-war era, new armed groups-
turned-parties with a more overtly sectarian character became the most important players
in the system. To varying degrees depending on regional differences in armed group strength
and control, political families either completely or partially lost a considerable amount of
influence. The programmatic parties that survived the war were integrated into the system
as marginal players, contingent on them toeing the Syrian line.

Alternative hypotheses also arise from the fact that assignment to the explanatory variable
or “treatment” is obviously not at random. Another factor, observable or unobservable,
could have facilitated both the consolidation of armed group control and the development of
regional dominant party systems in certain regions and not others. One possibility is that
more religiously homogenous pre-war populations created conditions that were favorable for
the establishment of armed group strongholds and regional dominance by a sectarian party
in post-war elections. In regions with very mixed populations, fragmentation was the more
likely outcome. Of course, it is undeniable that underlying population characteristics played
a role in armed groups’ abilities to establish regional strongholds. Early in the civil war,
groups like Amal and the Lebanese Forces, for example, established control over regions
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where Shia and Christians, respectively, had long-standing historical majorities. However,
the relationships between population homogeneity and armed group control is an endogenous
one, as historical accounts of the Lebanese civil war prominently document sectarian armed
groups’ efforts to further homogenize regions under their control in order to consolidate their
rule and remove populations whose loyalty was questionable (Hanf, 1993; Picard, 2000).
So while homogenous regions populated by co-ethnics make it more feasible for an armed
group to establish control, the further homogenization of the region is one of the primary
mechanisms through which that control is consolidated.

Yet there are key instances of homogenous regions that were fragmented territories and
heterogenous regions that were under armed group rule that demonstrate that legacies of
wartime governance are more important than population distributions in determining the
competitiveness of post-war elections and the development of dominant party systems. Large
areas of northern Lebanon are currently and were predominantly Sunni Muslim before the
civil war (Hartmann, 1980) and yet no single armed group was able to consolidate control
over the region. If population distribution was the determining factor rather than territorial
control, we should observe dominance by a Sunni party and relatively uncompetitive elec-
tions. However, we observe the opposite. The sketch of the district of Tripoli in the Appendix
provides further details, but elections in these majority Sunni-regions are competitive, and
are won by a mixture of traditional notables, Syrian clients, and more recently, candidates
affiliated with the Future Movement, a post-war party with no martial background.

The Shouf and Aley districts of Mount Lebanon, a region controlled by the Progressive
Socialist Party is an opposite example. The pre-war population in this region was generally
split between Christians and Druze, with Druze having a small majority (Hartmann, 1980).
Since voters in Lebanon are required to register in their home region of origin, the breakdown
of registered voters in 2009 still reflects this fact. In the most recent elections, 53% of
registered voters in the Shouf were Druze and 43% were Christian. In Aley, 58% of voters
were Christians, 32% were Druze, and 28% were Sunni Muslim (IFES, 2011). If population
homogeneity was the determining factor driving post-war electoral outcomes, we should
not expect elections in this district be dominated by single sectarian party. However, this
region has long been considered the stronghold of the PSP, the Druze armed group-turned-
party, and its strongman leader Walid Jumblatt. In the 1980s, a campaign of wartime
sectarian cleansing sent Christians fleeing for safety in majority Christian areas along the
central coast and in Beirut (Hanf, 1993; ICTJ, 2013). While Jumblatt has encouraged the
return and electoral participation of many Christians, and official top-down reconciliation
between communities has occurred, this return has been carefully controlled by the Ministry
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of the Displaced, a government organ completely under Jumblatt’s control. Return is often
contingent upon cooperation with and support for the ruling party (Leenders, 2012). Post-
war elections, while more competitive than those in Hezbollah strongholds, are still less
competitive than they are in fragmented or defeated group territories. The vast majority of
successful candidates filling Christian-allocated seats in these regions are allied with the PSP
and run on Jumblatt’s electoral list. These two counter examples suggest that population
homogeneity, while related to armed group control, is not the driving factor behind post-war
electoral outcomes.

This alternative explanation, that pre-war homogeneity is driving both the consolidation of
armed group control and the lack of post-war electoral competition, is a hypothesis that has
actually been dealt with directly in the regression analysis. Because Lebanese electoral law
requires voters to register and vote in their home regions and not in the localities to which
they were displaced, the distribution of the registered voters in a given district is an accurate
picture of what the pre-war, not the current, resident population looks like. So in controlling
for the fractionalization of the registered voter population, the analysis is actually controlling
for pre-war fractionalization of that electoral district as well. The results do not support this
hypothesis.

A third alternative hypothesis is that differences in political cultures better explain the nature
of the political elite and political competition within each of Lebanon’s religious communities.
Some common assertions are that the Christian community has historically had a greater
openness to political discourse and tolerance for dissension, which promotes competition
and division. The Druze are an exceptionally tight-knit community, which explains their
tendency to rally around a single strongman. Sunni Muslims have a more decentralized
religious leadership and organization, while Shia Muslims have a history of authoritarian
leaders and a more hierarchically organized religious leadership.

Such reductive generalizations do contain partial truths about the historical development of
Lebanon’s communities, yet they also mask the fact that political competition and internal
divisions are ubiquitous within each community, regardless of its particularities. The Syrian-
backed Arslan family has posed a consistent though ineffective challenge to Jumblatt and the
PSP (El-Khazen, 1994). While this has not changed the PSP’s control over their region, it
does demonstrate that the Druze are not immune to internal divisions and challenges to the
status quo. And while decentralization in Sunni Islam may explain some of the community’s
fragmentation, the PLO militias during the early years of the civil war and Hariri’s Future
Movement in the post-war era have both had instances of success in uniting Sunnis (Hanf,
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1993; Cammett, 2014). During 1988, Hezbollah and Amal fiercely competed for and divided
the Shia community. The strategic alliance between their international patrons is a crucial
factor in the community and the parties’ unity (Hanf, 1993). Ultimately, the notion that
particular cultural and theological characteristics shape political competition and political
leadership in each community cannot be disproved. However, the inclusion of the electoral
race’s sectarian allocation in the regression analysis is an attempt at testing this hypothesis,
at least for communal particularities in the post-war period. The results still hold when
this variable is included. Furthermore, there is a great deal of evidence suggesting that
material factors, such as territorial control, resources to maintain clientelist networks, and
international support or repression are able to explain a significant portion of the variation
in political leadership and competition in different regions and communities.

9 Conclusion

The legacies of civil war are most frequently examined either at the cross-national level or
at the level of the individual. This paper focuses on sub-national regional variation, an
intermediate level of analysis that is crucial for understanding divergent post-war political
development within the same country. The analysis leverages Lebanon’s diversity in wartime
armed group control as well as variation in the post-war fate of different armed groups to
examine how the dynamics of war interact with the outcome of the war to shape post-war
politics in the longer-term. The results of the analysis demonstrate that there is a clear
relationship between armed group territorial control at the end of the Lebanese civil war
and the establishment of regionally dominant parties in the post-war period. This pattern
only holds for groups that were winners of the war and beneficiaries of Syrian military’s
occupation of Lebanon. In contrast, territories that were fragmented at the end of the
war exhibit higher levels of political competition. Territories controlled by armed groups
who were militarily or politically defeated exhibit low competition when winners succeed
in controlling them directly. They exhibit high competition and look more like fragmented
areas when winners only exert control over them indirectly.

This research demonstrates that wartime elites are often central actors in the post-war con-
text, frequently able to prevent any political challenges in their regions of control. These
findings align with those of other scholars who argue that regional and local wartime elites can
present the most formidable obstacle to nation-building, reconciliation, and democratization
(Leezenberg, 2005; Nourzhanov, 2005; Jenne, 2010; Zürcher et al., 2013). International or-
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ganizations promoting these outcomes in post-war countries cannot afford to overlook these
players, but must design programmatic interventions and distribution of aid with an eye
toward incentivizing these leaders to play the democratic game and channel their energies
away from perpetuating communal divisions and towards nation-building.
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A Appendix: Example Qadas

The regional variation in wartime control and post-war party dominance in Lebanon is best
illustrated through brief sketches of three qadas that had varying experiences of territorial
control. Each district described below is an example of either a winning group territory,
defeated group territory, or fragmented territory. All three districts are relatively homoge-
nous with an overwhelming majority of a single religious community. They each have an
urban core that contains one of Lebanon’s mid-size cities. Diverging histories of territorial
control produced a different landscape of post-war political elites, parties, and patterns of
competition in each district. Figure 10 displays the locations of the districts chosen for the
vignettes.

Figure 10: Districts Highlighted in Vignettes
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A.1 Tyre: A Winning Group Territory

Tyre is a Shia district in coastal southern Lebanon. In 2009, the district had approximately
153,000 registered voters, of whom 85% were Shia Muslim. Before the civil war began, Tyre’s
official politics were dominated by zuama, landed elites from traditional notable families
who has come to power through hereditary succession (Shanahan, 2005). However, in the
immediate pre-war years, the marginalized Shia population increasingly rallied behind the
anti-establishment Movement of the Deprived, the precursor of the Amal Movement and
militia (Cammett, 2014). During the civil war, this region experienced a great deal of
upheaval and was the site of many clashes between Israeli forces, Palestinian guerrillas,
and Shia militias. Once the Palestine Liberation Organization was defeated in the Israeli
invasion of 1982, and after Israel withdrew to a buffer zone near Lebanon’s southern border,
the area became a stronghold for Amal. In the late 1980s, Hezbollah, a relatively new
player in Lebanese politics, challenged Amal’s control of the region. While they were on
the same side of the macro cleavage in the civil war, in 1987, internecine conflict broke
out between the two Shia groups. A year later, both sides agreed to a ceasefire brokered
by their international patrons, Syria for Amal and Iran for Hezbollah (Hanf, 1993). The
close alliance of their patrons dampened the political and military conflict between the two
Shia groups. By the late 1990s, Syria brokered an agreement in which Amal and Hezbollah
became a permanent coalition, running joint lists for all national elections (Cammett, 2014).
Throughout this period, the Israeli military and its proxy, the South Lebanon Army, occupied
the southern third of the district. When Israeli forces unilaterally withdrew from Lebanon
in 2000, Hezbollah and Amal quickly filled the political vacuum despite the presence of UN
peacekeeping forces near the border.

After the end of the civil war, Tyre continued to be a stronghold for the Shia coalition, partic-
ularly Amal. Nabih Berri, Amal’s wartime and post-war leader, consolidated his increasingly
personalistic control over the region in the immediate post-war years. Berri’s close alliance
with Syria guaranteed that Amal would benefit from the terms of the war’s settlement. The
party’s post-war access to state resources successfully replaced the revenue stream lost by
the collapse of the wartime economy and its profits. In particular, the movement’s central
strategy throughout the post-war period has been to have party cadres hold simultaneous po-
sitions in the bureaucracy as well as party institutions, effectively blurring the line between
party and state (Cammett, 2014) and taking on some of the characteristics of dominant
party regimes, albeit at the regional level. For example, party members employed in the
social affairs or medical services wings of the party are frequently found holding positions
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of influence in the Ministries of Social Affairs and Public Health, respectively (Cammett,
2014). Perhaps the most important piece of the government pie that Berri was given was
complete personal autonomy in running the Council of the South, an agency specifically
tasked with helping the victims of Israeli aggression in the south. It eventually took over
all matters of post-war reconstruction and relief in the south (El-Husseini, 2012; Leenders,
2012). Although the council receives its budget from the national government, it is con-
trolled by Amal. The discretionary distribution of its resources allows Berri to strategically
use the council to reward supporters. Allegations of embezzlement and mismanagement of
these and other similar regional reconstruction funds by politicians like Berri are widespread
(Leenders, 2012). In a post-war context, reconstruction and compensation in the name of
alleviating the ill-effects of war became an important source of patronage.

In this post-war political system, the traditional notable families that had controlled the
district before the war were sometimes coopted into Amal and Hezbollah’s ranks, but those
that opposed the armed group-turned-parties lost any political influence they had retained.
The transformation of the political elite in southern Lebanon is profound and difficult to
understate. Shanahan, an expert on Shia politics in Lebanon puts it this way:

“the post-war Shia elite bore little or no resemblance to those they had re-
placed. The militarization of Lebanese society brought about by the civil war
made it possible for the politically ambitious to ‘fast-track’ to power through
militia leadership. The traditional Shi’a zuama, though they employed groups of
strongmen (qabadayat) to back up their authority, were not able to turn these
groups into dedicated militias and hence were unable to match their newly mil-
itarized Shi’a opponents...In the new world of Lebanese Shi’a politics, it is the
political parties, or the well-connected individuals within those parties, that hold
the reigns of power" (Shanahan, 2005, pp. 79-80).

Post-war parliamentary elections in Tyre reflect this transformation. Tyre is allotted four
Shia-allocated parliamentary seats, a quota that has remained fixed in all post-war elections.
In 1992, the Hezbollah-Amal coalition’s slate won a resounding victory, establishing a pattern
that would continue throughout post-war elections. In the first elections, the highest vote-
getter was Mohammad Fneish, the director of Hezbollah’s political bureau (Saade, 1998).
Another winner was Mohammad Beydoun, one of Amal’s founders and a member of the
party’s political bureau who would go on to become the director of the bureau in 1996.
Importantly, Beydoun had been the president of the Council of the South since 1984, the
year that Amal gained control of the government body (Harb, 2010). Beydoun’s winning of
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this seat broke the al-Khalil family’s longtime grip over the seat (Shanahan, 2005). They
were joined by two independents, one representing politically moderate Shia intellectuals,
and one former ambassador (Saade, 1998; Shanahan, 2005). Both were allied with Berri
and ran on the joint Amal-Hezbollah list. The vote margin between these winners and their
opponents, a slate organized by a traditional family, gives a sense of how uncompetitive
these elections were, especially relative to other types of regions. The winner with the lowest
number of votes received 91,006 votes, while the loser with the most votes only won 26,188.
Over the course of the next five elections, Hezbollah and Amal party leaders continued to
win elections, independents became less common on the slate, and differences in vote share
between winners and losers became increasingly more pronounced. By 2009, the last winner
had earned 67,754 votes while the best-performing loser had only garnered 2,32217 These
pieces of evidence illustrate the degree to which the Amal-Hezbollah coalition dominates the
post-war politics of Tyre.

A.2 Keserwan: Defeated Group Territory

Keserwan is an overwhelmingly Christian district, often called the Maronite heartland, in
coastal central Lebanon. In 2009, the district had approximately 89,000 registered voters,
of whom 98% were Christian. Before the civil war began, Keserwan’s official politics were
also dominated by landed elites from traditional notable families. This changed during the
war. For most of the conflict, Keserwan was under the control of the Lebanese Forces, the
most important of the groups competing for control over the Christian community. Samir
Geagea, the wartime (since the mid-1980s) and post-war leader of the Lebanese Forces, rose
through the ranks of the organization’s militia and was not related to the traditional notable
elite, much like his Shia counterpart Nabih Berri.

The greatest challenge to the group came towards the end of the war in the form of General
Aoun and his faction of the Lebanese Army. Aoun rejected the Taif Agreement because
of its provisions for Syrian involvement in Lebanon, while the Lebanese Forces reluctantly
chose to accept it. By taking this position, Aoun gained many supporters in the Christian
community. Aoun was militarily defeated by the Syrian Army and the leader himself exiled.
The Lebanese Forces reluctantly accepted the Taif Agreement, but their lack of cooperation
with Syrian’s presence in Lebanon resulted in the banning of the party and the imprisonment
of Geagea in 1994 (Hanf, 1993; El-Khazen, 1994). Syrian repression of the Lebanese Forces

17The contrast in aggregate numbers from 1992 is due to redistricting. The 1992 district included Tyre
in a larger district, while in 2009, the region was its own individual district.
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prevented the group from accessing the resources needed for turning its wartime networks
into a post-war political machine.

After the end of the civil war and defeat of wartime leaders, the traditional notable families
regained their importance in Keserwan. Their cooperation with the Syrian regime also en-
hanced this position. The 1992 election in Keserwan was boycotted by the majority of voters
who felt that the parties representing their interests were not on the ballot. The turnout was
only 20% and even lower in Aounist strongholds in nearby districts. The candidates that
won in 1992 were a mixture of notables and Syrian clients. They continued to dominate the
district’s elections until Syrian withdrawal in 2005. In 1992, Keserwan’s five Christian seats
were won by a relative of the Maronite bishop of Beirut, a landowner from the El-Khazen
family, the most powerful clan in Keserwan, and three other candidates with a combination
of family and Syrian connections (Saade, 1998; El-Husseini, 2012). One factor that made
these candidates successful was their complete cooperation with Syrian policy in Lebanon
(El-Husseini, 2012). Yet in contrast to Tyre, where wartime armed groups were still in con-
trol, the elections in Keserwan were competitive. No one dominated elections, and margins
between the last winner and first losing candidate were within a few hundred votes. Elec-
tions changed considerably after the Syrian withdrawal from Lebanon in 2005. The Lebanese
Forces were legalized and Aoun returned from exile to found the Free Patriotic Movement
(FPM), a party that drew from his wartime following. Both armed groups-turned-parties
contested elections in Keserwan in 2005 and 2009 which were also quite competitive. The
Aounists were the winners in both cases.18 The El-Khazen family retained their seat, but
candidates affiliated with the FPM won the rest (IFES, 2011; EU, 2005). Yet the FPM’s
victories were not foregone conclusions. In the 2009 election, the last winner from the FPM’s
list received 30,444 votes while the first loser from the LF’s list received 29111. This is in
stark contrast to the dynamics of elections in Tyre. These results demonstrate both the
enduring networks and popular support for wartime armed groups-turned-parties, even after
a period of repression. However, they also demonstrate that these reintegrated losers of the
war do not dominate their districts the way that the winners of the war do.

18This was mostly due to the fragmentation in the opposing side. The Lebanese Forces and Kataeb (a
party that had a parallel following and similar ideology as the Lebanese Forces, but split from them mid-way
through the war) split the vote, allowing Aoun to prevail.
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A.3 Tripoli: Fragmented Territory

Tripoli is a largely Sunni district on the northern coast of Lebanon. In 2009, the district
had approximately 196,000 registered voters, of whom 80% were Sunni Muslim. Traditional
notable families also dominated the official politics of the district before the war. Yet unlike
Tyre and Keserwan, Tripoli was not under the control of a single group or coalition of
groups on the eve of the conflict’s settlement. By 1989, the Sunni community in Tripoli was
fragmented with no clear militia leadership over the district. There were several reasons for
this. Lebanese Sunnis armed groups were closely allied with and dependent on Palestinian
groups that were a dominant player in the first half of the civil war. The most prominent
of these were al-Mourabitoun, a group that espoused Nasserist Arab nationalism. When
the PLO and other Palestinian groups were defeated by the Israeli military in 1982, al-
Mourabitoun were significantly weakened. In 1985, Al-Mourabitoun were also defeated in
conflict with other armed groups (Hanf, 1993; Cammett, 2012). This created a political and
military vacuum within the Sunni-majority regions of Lebanon. Although religious figures
and Islamist parties sought to fill this void, they were only moderately successful, partly due
to Syrian interference to prevent the resurgence of a strong Sunni militia (El-Husseini, 2012).

Relative to other regions, the north of Lebanon was shielded from the worst upheavals of the
war and experienced political continuity rather than rupture (El-Husseini, 2012). Islamist
movements ran in post-war elections, but were not able to dominate electoral politics the
way that the Hezbollah-Amal alliance did in the country’s southern regions. Rafik Hariri,
the wealthy entrepreneur whose charitable foundation began making inroads into the Sunni
community during the war, saw an opportunity to claim the mantle of Sunni leadership
in Lebanon (Cammett, 2012). However, in Tripoli, he confronted many political forces
opposing his ambitions. First and foremost was the Syrian regime’s policy of containing
Hariri’s influence in a region which was in its traditional sphere of influence (El-Husseini,
2012). The most important domestic obstacles were the powerful traditional families who
preserved more of their pre-war political role here than in other regions, particularly when
compared to winning group territories.

In 1992, independent candidates with pre-war backgrounds in politics won most of Tripoli’s
five Sunni, two Christian, and one Alawite seats. Of the five Sunni seats, one went to a
member of Jamaa Islamiya, an Islamist party that dismantled its militia a year into the
civil war, but continued building a network within the population through social work (El-
Husseini, 2012). Its role is simply as one of many players competing for political control
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of the district. Another seat went to a religious legal scholar who had previously been
a member the Tripoli’s municipal council (Saade, 1998). The remaining three seats also
went to independents with family connections, including Omar Karami, the heir to Tripoli’s
most powerful notable family (Saade, 1998; El-Husseini, 2012). Elections were relatively
competitive, with only a few thousand votes separating the last Sunni winner and the first
loser in Lebanon’s second-largest city. Traditional families continue to have the upper hand
in most post-war Tripoli elections. After the Syrian withdrawal in 2005, Hariri’s Future
Movement (FM) began to have some success in the district, although it never came to fully
control it. The FM won two of the five Sunni seats in 2005 (EU, 2005), one at the expense
of the Karami family, which had grown too reliant on Syrian support in its political struggle
against other families in the years preceding the withdrawal (El-Husseini, 2012).
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